
May 2022 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the May 2022 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We are very pleased to announce the upcoming third edition of the bestselling Collins Bird Guide: The Most Complete Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe, due
September from HarperCollins. Other notable bird guides include two titles from Bloomsbury, RSPB Pocket Guide to British Birds, due July, and
Australian Bird Guide: Concise Edition, due October; Baby Bird Identification: A North American Guide, due October from Comstock; and Rare Birds of Hampshire, just
published by the Hampshire Ornithological Society. A Quest for Waders is a nice memoir already available from Wader Quest Publishing.

Three excellent three mammals titles are Small Carnivores: Evolution, Ecology, Behaviour and Conservation, due July from John Wiley, Bats: Their Biology and Behaviour,
due May from the London Natural History Museum, and The Badgers of Wytham Woods: A Model for Behaviour, Ecology, and Evolution, due June from Oxford University
Press. For other fauna groups, we have the second edition of A Naturalist's Guide to the Snakes of Australia, due June from John Beaufoy;
Shark: Why We Need to Save the World’s Most Misunderstood Predator, due July from HarperCollins; and Butterflies of Cyprus: A Field Guide and Distribution Atlas, due
August from CABI.

We furthermore have a nice mix of botany and mycology titles. Two plant field guides are Clive Stace's Concise Flora of the British Isles, due at the end of May, and
Tree-Spotting: A Simple Guide to Britain's Trees from Wellbeck Publishing Group, due in August. A good read is The Lost Rainforests of Britain, due October from
HarperCollins, while librarians will want to take note of The Robert Brown Handbook: A Guide to the Life and Work of Robert Brown (1773-1859), Scottish Botanist, just
released by Koeltz Botanical Books. If you are interested in fungi there are two large identification guides: Synopsis Fungorum, Volume 45: Poroid Fungi of Africa from
Fungiflora, available now, and European Boletes, Volume 1 from Fungi Press, due October. A good read here is the paperback of
The Secret Life of Fungi: Discoveries from a Hidden World, due September from Elliott & Thompson.

There is a large number of titles on wildlife conservation and other environmental issues. Several of these deal with direct human impacts on wildlife: the paperback of
We Are All Whalers: The Plight of Whales and Our Responsibility is due September from the University of Chicago Press,
A Clouded Leopard in the Middle of the Road: New Thinking about Roads, People, and Wildlife is due this month from Comstock,
Bushmeat: Culture, Economy and Conservation in Central Africa is due October from C. Hurst & Co. Publishers, and Hunting Wildlife in the Tropics and Subtropics is due
August from Cambridge University Press. Slightly less heavy reading is provided by Derek Gow's Birds, Beasts and Bedlam: Turning My Farm into an Ark for Lost Species,
due June from Chelsea Green; Peter Scott and the Birth of Modern Conservation, due October from Quiller Publishing; The Hidden Universe: Adventures in Biodiversity,
due July from Ebury Press; and Birdgirl: A Young Environmentalist Looks to the Skies in Search of a Better Future, due June from Jonathan Cape. Two important books
dealing with climate change are Greta Thunberg's The Climate Book, due October from Allen Lane, and Deep Adaptation: Navigating the Realities of Climate Chaos,
recently published by Polity Press. Solutions are provided in Land Healer: How Farming Can Save Britain's Countryside, published in June by BBC Books.

There are several excellent nature writing titles in the pipeline: Little Toller is publishing the paperback of Landfill in June, Bloomsbury is publishing
Swamp Songs: Journeys Through Marsh, Meadow and Other Wetlands in July, and for those wanting to get into John Muir's body of work, the four-volume
John Muir Wilderness Collection, due September from Gibbs M. Smith Inc, is a good starting point.

A final smattering of miscellaneous titles includes The Wonder of Africa's Natural History, due September from Whittles Publishing, and
Wildlife Photographer of the Year, Portfolio 32, due October from the London Natural History Museum, as well as the paperbacks of
Vanished Giants: The Lost World of the Ice Age, due July from the University of Chicago Press, and
How to Talk to a Science Denier: Conversations with Flat Earthers, Climate Deniers, and Others Who Defy Reason, due August from MIT Press.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Bibliographie des Lépidoptères de France (1593-2010) [Bibliography of the Lepidoptera
of France] (4-Volume Set)
Sylvain Delmas(Author)
With this work, Sylvain Delmas offers you a bibliography dedicated to the Lepidoptera of
France. This study analyzes approximately 18,200 bibliographic references related to the
Lepidoptera of France, from 1593 to 2015. This work, unique in Europe in...

1513 pages | no illustrations | Oreina

Paperback #224648 2016 9782903273101 £130.00

FSC Wildlife Pack: Winged Insects
Richard Lewington(Author), John Bebbington(Author), Buglife(Author), Chris O'Toole(Author),
Steve Brooks(Author), Chris Shields(Illustrator), Richard Askew(Illustrator)
The Winged Insects wildlife pack is a presentation pack featuring 5 different fold-out guides.
Find out the names of those insects that buzz, drift or zoom around your garden. The pack also
includes a card-sized magnifier to help you get in ever...

colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Field Studies Council (FSC)

Other #257037 2022 9781908819703 £16.50

Iconographie des Geometridae de la Faune de France [Iconography of French
Geometridae]
Daniel Morel(Author), Lionel Taurand(Author), Roland Robineau(Author)
A photographic atlas containing colour photographs of 902 species in their natural resting
positions with minimal French text.

116 pages | 902 colour photos | Oreina

Paperback #256739 2020 £59.99

Dragonflies and Damselflies of the Gold Coast
Damian White(Author), Narelle Power(Author), Chris Burwell(Author)
This book highlights the 85 confirmed species and 21 species either recorded within 100 km of
the Australian Gold Coast or potentially present there. It brings together the authors’
observations gathered since the late 1980s in addition to...

108 pages | colour photos | ddwfauna Publishing

Paperback #256815 2020 9780646829005 £47.99
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Braconidae of the Middle East (Hymenoptera)
Taxonomy, Distribution, Biology, and Biocontrol Benefits of Parasitoid Wasps
Neveen Samy Gadallah(Editor), Hassan Ghahari(Editor), Scott Richard Shaw(Author)
Braconidae of the Middle East (Hymenoptera): Taxonomy, Distribution, Biology, and Biocontrol
Benefits of Parasitoid Wasps provides the latest and most comprehensive knowledge of
parasitoid wasp species. The highest concentration of these species is...

420 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #256840 May-2022 9780323960991 £155.00

Good Nutrition, Good Bees
David Aston(Author), Sally Bucknall(Author)
A very important book on an often overlooked subject area – the role of good nutrition in honey
bee biology. This husband and wife team delve into the importance of the pollinator species to
man's survival and how the functioning of the...

430 pages | Northern Bee Books

Paperback #256848 2021 9781912271955 £29.99
Hardback #256847 2021 9781914934056 £49.99

Ecology and Conservation of the Dutch Ground Beetle Fauna
Lessons from 66 Years of Pitfall Trapping
Hans Turin(Author), D Johan Kotze(Author), Stefan Müller-Kroehling(Author), Pavel
Saska(Author), John Spence(Author), Theodoor Heijerman(Author)
Over the past decades, large amounts of data about carabids have been collected in the
Netherlands, initially for the purpose of creating distribution maps for the country. In addition to
information from collections and faunistic publications, a...

452 pages | Wageningen Academic Publishers

Hardback #256867 2022 9789086863693 £115.00

Cone Shells of the Seychelles / Cônes des Seychelles
David Touitou(Author)
A comprehensive guide to a family of shells widespread throughout the Indian Ocean: Conidae.
These killers of the seas are represented by more than 70 species in the Seychelles. This
guide, updated with the latest scientific data, will delight those...

320 pages | colour photos | Seashell Collector

Paperback #256868 2022 9782956650836 £74.99

Cone shells of the Marquesas / Cônes des Marquises
David Touitou(Author), Michel Balleton(Author)
An exhaustive regional guide to a family of shells found throughout tropical oceans of the world:
The Conidae. This book offers a new documented inventory of the fifty species present in the
Marquesas archipelago. Morphological analysis for each...

416 pages | colour photos | Seashell Collector

Paperback #256869 2022 9782956650843 £79.99

Iconographie des Noctuidae de la Faune de France [Iconography of French Noctuidae]
A photographic atlas containing colour photographs of 1094 species in their natural resting
positions with minimal French text.

140 pages | 1094 colour photos | Oreina

Paperback #256885 2021 £59.99

The Nymphalidae of China (Lepidoptera, Rhopalocera), Volume 3
Satyrinae (Partim), Tribe Satyrini (Partim): Subtribes Mycalesina, Coenonymphina,
Melanargiina, Maniolina, Satyrina, Ypthimina, Erebiina, Euptychiina, Tribes Zetherini,
Melanitini, Elymniini
Song-Yun Lang(Author)
The results of more than 20 years of work, this is the third and final volume in The
Nymphalidae of China (Leidoptera, Rhopalocera) series. It contains the most complete
information to date on the distribution, differences, relationships and taxonomy...

376 pages | 40 plates with colour photos, 26 plates with 322 b/w photos;
280+ b/w distribution maps | Tshikolovets Publications

Hardback #256914 2022 9788090708952 £160.00

On the Keeping of Bees
John M Whitaker(Author)
Beekeeping is the most fascinating and absorbing of pastimes. This book developed from the
course that the author has presented to new beekeepers at his local association in Yorkshire
for several years. One of the joys of beekeeping is the diversity...

228 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Northern Bee
Books

Paperback #256995 2019 9781912271481 £19.95

Butterflies of Cyprus
A Field Guide and Distribution Atlas
Eddie John(Author), Christodoulos Makris(Author)
From the tiny Freyeria trochylus (Grass Jewel), Europe's smallest butterfly, to the magnificent,
newly arrived Papilio demoleus (Lime Swallowtail), this comprehensively illustrated reference
book and field guide includes all butterfly species...

376 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | CABI Publishing

Hardback #256999 Aug-2022 9781800621251 £94.99

Brutus Bizarre Insects Handbook [Japanese]
From a global perspective, no country loves insects as much as Japan. Keeping insects is
booming as an adult hobby. This back issue of the Japanese magazine Brutus contains a
pictorial gallery of living insects, and articles on how to collect insect...

114 pages | colour photos | Magajinhausu

Magazine #257000 2021 £26.99

Butterfly Fauna of Taiwan, Volume 5: Nymphalidae (2-Volume Set) [English / Chinese]
Yu-Feng Hsu(Author)
The contents of the Butterfly Fauna of Taiwan, Volume 5: Nymphalidae are based on the
orthodox taxonomy. Each species is introduced with its traditional Chinese name, synonymy,
specimen examination, adult morphology, world distribution, distribution...

841 pages | plates with colour photos | Forestry Bureau Council of
Agriculture, Taiwan

Hardback #257009 2021 9786267100523 £199.00

A World in a Shell
Snail Stories for a Time of Extinctions
Thom van Dooren(Author)
In this time of extinctions, the humble snail rarely gets a mention. And yet snails are
disappearing faster than any other species. In A World in a Shell, Thom van Dooren offers a
collection of snail stories from Hawai'i – once home to more...

280 pages | 16 colour plates, 6 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #257041 Sep-2022 9780262047029 £24.99
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Los Cerambicidos de la Selva Central del Peru (Parte 1. Prov. Satipo, Dep. Junin) [The
Longhorn Beetles of the Central Selva, Part 1: Satipo Province, Peru]
Vladimir V Izersky(Author), AO Marayi Alzamora(Author), YA Bezverkhov(Author), RA Zacarias
Torres(Author), CA Barrientos Allca(Author), VA Pozdniakov(Author), JR Montalvo(Author)
This book describes the longhorn beetles (Cerambycidae) that live in the jungles of Central
Peru. For many years, the researchers of the Association ACRENAP (Association for the
Development and Conservation of Resources of Peru) have been studying...

124 pages | colour photos | ACRENAP

Hardback #257095 2022 9786124775246 £110.00

Biogeographie du Kivu et de l'Ituri (République Démocratique du Congo): Acraeinae
(Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae) & Reserve a Okapis [Biogeography of Kivu and Ituri
(Democratic Republic of the Congo)]
Dominique Bernaud(Author), Robert Ducarme(Author), JF Douglass(Author)
This book contains thousands of photographs of Nympahid butterfly specimens from the
provinces of Kivu and Ituri in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The first 100 pages
describe in detail the biogeography of Kivu and Ituri.

730 pages | colour photos, illustrations, maps | Dominique Bernaud
(privately published)

Paperback #257100 2021 9782954821535 £79.99

The Lost Rainforests of Britain
Guy Shrubsole(Author)
In 2020, Guy Shrubsole moved from London to Devon. As he began to explore the wooded
valleys, rivers and tors of Dartmoor, he discovered an extraordinary habitat that he had never
come across before: temperate rainforest. Entranced, he would spend...

272 pages | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Hardback #256323 Oct-2022 9780008527952 £19.99

The Atlantic Forest
History, Biodiversity, Threats and Opportunities of the Mega-Diverse Forest
Marcia CM Marques(Editor), Carlos Eduardo Grelle(Editor)
The Atlantic Forest is one of the 25 hotspots for biodiversity conservation worldwide. It is a
unique, large biome (more than 3000 km in latitude; 2500 km in longitude), marked by high
biodiversity, a high degree of endemic species and is, at the...

309 pages | 44 colour & 22 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256982 2022 9783030553241 £179.99
Hardback #250792 2021 9783030553210 £179.99

Grassland Ecosystems of China
A Synthesis and Resume
Linghao Li(Author), Jiquan Chen(Author), Xingguo Han(Author), Wen-Hao Zhang(Author),
Changliang Shao(Author)
This book provides a comprehensive overview of grassland ecosystems based on publications
by Chinese scholars. It offers an up-to-date review of the recent advances in grassland
research in China, discusses the climatic and physical conditions...

583 pages | 20 colour & 105 b/w photos and illustrations | Springer
Nature

Paperback #256990 2021 9789811534232 £109.99
Hardback #252016 2020 9789811534201 £179.99

Conflicts Between Biodiversity Conservation and Humans
The Case of the Chihuahua Desert and Cuatro Ciénegas
Valeria Souza(Editor), María del Carmen Mandujano(Editor), Irene Pisanty(Editor), Luis E
Eguiarte(Editor)
This book takes readers on a journey through the history of water in the Coahuila desert,
Mexico. It starts by describing the beauty and mysteries of the landscape, and then explores
the rock art of the original desert cultures in Coahuila, offering...

191 pages | 56 colour & 7 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256922 2022 9783030832698 £109.99

Coastal Ecosystems
Environmental Importance, Current Challenges and Conservation Measures
Sughosh Madhav(Editor), Sadaf Nazneen(Editor), Pardeep Singh(Editor)
This volume incorporates theoretical and practical knowledge through case studies and
reviews to serve as a baseline of information for coastal ecosystem research and discusses the
impacts of pollution, industrialisation, agriculture and climate...

393 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #256939 2021 9783030842543 £119.99

Civilised by Beasts
Animals and Urban Change in Nineteenth-Century Dublin
Juliana Adelman(Author)
Civilised by Beasts tells the story of nineteenth-century Dublin through human-animal
relationships. It offers a unique perspective on ordinary life in the Irish metropolis during a
century of significant change and reform. At its heart is the...

248 pages | Manchester University Press

Paperback #256951 2021 9781526160706 £14.99
Hardback #256950 2020 9781526146052 £84.99

Wetlands Conservation
Current Challenges and Future Strategies
Sanjeev Sharma(Editor), Pardeep Singh(Editor)
An up-to-date overview of approaches for addressing wetlands degradation and its effects on
ecosystem services, human health, and other ecosystemsWetlands are essential sources of
biodiversity, water purification, groundwater replenishment, flood...

320 pages | illustrations | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #256965 2021 9781119692683 £130.00

Forests as Complex Social and Ecological Systems
A Festschrift for Chadwick D. Oliver
Patrick J Baker(Editor), David R Larsen(Editor), Alark Saxena(Editor)
Professor Chadwick Dearing Oliver has made major intellectual contributions to forest science
and natural resources management. Over the course of his career, he has actively sought to
bring research and practice together through synthesis, outreach,...

336 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #256988 Jun-2022 9783030885540 £129.99

Swamp Songs
Journeys Through Marsh, Meadow and Other Wetlands
Tom Blass(Author)
Twilit and sinister, oozing with ague, bad airs, boggarts and other spirits: in the mind's eye
marshes, bogs and swamps are dangerous, crepuscular – and only partly of this world. For
centuries wetlands – and their inhabitants –...

336 pages | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #257019 Jul-2022 9781408884355 £19.99
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Natural History
A Garden Eden: Masterpieces of Botanical Illustration [English / French / German]
Hans Walter Lack(Author)
Art meets science in this far-reaching catalogue of botanical illustration. Drawn from the vaults
of the National Library of Vienna, these exquisite colour reproductions range from 6th-century
manuscripts to 19th-century masterpieces and celebrate...

576 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Taschen

Hardback #257076 2021 9783836577397 £59.99

Bradt Wildlife Guide: Southern African Wildlife
Mike Unwin(Author)
This new, thoroughly revised edition of Bradt’s Southern Africa Wildlife guide provides an
overview of all southern African wildlife – not only ‘big game’ and other large mammals, but
also birds, reptiles, amphibians and...

320 pages | colour photos, b/w maps | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #256871 May-2022 9781784779184 £19.99

Animal
The Definitive Visual Guide
Don E Wilson(Editor), David Burnie(Editor)
A million copy best-selling exploration of the animal kingdom, featuring facts and beautiful
photos of over 2,000 wild animals from all habitats on planet Earth.Animal: The Definitive
Visual Guide brings together the expertise of over 70 natural...

632 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #237092 2017 9780241298848 £34.99

The Natural History of Selborne
Gilbert White(Author), Anne Secord(Editor)
Gilbert White's Natural History of Selborne (1789) reveals a world of wonders in nature. Over a
period of twenty years, White describes in minute detail the behaviour of animals through the
changing seasons in the rural Hampshire parish of...

352 pages | 17 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #223051 2016 9780198737759 £8.99
Hardback #256986 Jul-2022 9780192847447 £14.99
Hardback #205584 2013 9780199591961 £14.99

Relicts of a Beautiful Sea
Survival Extinction and Conservation in a Desert World
Christopher Norment(Author)
Along a tiny spring in a narrow canyon near Death Valley, seemingly against all odds, an Inyo
Mountain slender salamander makes its home. "The desert," writes conservation biologist
Christopher Norment, "is defined by the absence of...

288 pages | University of North Carolina Press

Paperback #256854 2022 9781469668789 £25.50
Hardback #216388 2014 9781469618661 £27.50

Gulf Stream Chronicles
A Naturalist Explores Life in an Ocean River
David S Lee(Author), J Christopher Harvey(Foreword By)
Off the shore of Hatteras Island, where the inner edge of the Gulf Stream flows northward over
the outer continental shelf, the marine life is unlike that of any other area in the Atlantic. Here
the powerful ocean river helps foster an...

302 pages | 12 b/w photos, 22 illustrations | University of North Carolina
Press

Paperback #256853 2022 9781469668765 £23.50

Runaway
Gregory Bateson, the Double Bind, and the Rise of Ecological Consciousness
Anthony Chaney(Author)
The anthropologist Gregory Bateson has been called a lost giant of twentieth-century thought.
In the years following World War II, Bateson was among the group of mathematicians,
engineers, and social scientists who laid the theoretical foundations of...

320 pages | 17 b/w illustrations | University of North Carolina Press

Paperback #256852 2022 9781469668673 £26.50

The Robert Brown Handbook
A Guide to the Life and Work of Robert Brown (1773-1858), Scottish Botanist
David J Mabberley(Author), David T Moore(Author), Jacek Wajet(Contributor)
In the middle of the nineteenth century, Robert Brown (1773 - 1858) was considered a
scientific titan and dubbed ‘Jupiter Botanicus’, the greatest botanist of his time, with broad
interests in plant science. Yet today, beyond Brownian...

623 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Koeltz Botanical Books

Hardback #249678 2022 9783946583370 £185.00

Consider the Golden Mole
Katherine Rundell(Author)
A pangolin's tongue is longer than its body. It keeps it furled in a nifty pouch near the hip. A
swift flies 200,000 miles in its lifetime. That's far enough to get to the moon and back – then
back to the moon. There's a fable that...

288 pages | Faber & Faber

Hardback #255993 Oct-2022 9780571362493 £14.99

Frozen Planet II
Mark Brownlow(Author), Elizabeth White(Author)
One quarter of our planet is frozen, locked in ice and blanketed with snow. These are the last
true wildernesses – so hostile to man that they have barely been explored, so challenging for
survival that only a heroic cast of animals can live...

312 pages | colour photos | BBC Books

Hardback #256288 Oct-2022 9781785946578 £25.99

In the Footsteps of Audubon
Denis Clavreul(Author), David Allen Sibley(Foreword By), Martha Le Cars(Translated by)
In the nineteenth century, ornithologist and painter John James Audubon set out to create a
complete pictorial record of North American birdlife, travelling from Louisiana and the Florida
Keys to the Gulf of Saint Lawrence and the cliffs of the...

256 pages | 272 colour illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #256413 Nov-2022 9780691237688 £29.99

The Lochs of Scotland
The Comprehensive Guide to Scotland's Most Fabulous Inland and Sea Lochs
Stuart Fisher(Author)
There are at least 31,460 freshwater lochs in Scotland and hundreds of sea lochs. This
stunning book showcases more than 50 of the most popular, interesting and beautiful, and is a
perfect guide for anyone visiting or exploring Scotland, or wanting...

216 pages | colour photos | Conway Maritime Press

Paperback #256449 Oct-2022 9781472982933 £18.99
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FSC Garden Safari Wildlife Pack
The FSC Garden Safari Wildlife Pack features 5 of the FSC’s popular fold-out guides to help
you name what you see.- Garden Bugs and Beasties – what you’ll find lurking in the garden-
Ladybirds – from the 2-spot to the 24-spot,...

colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Field Studies Council (FSC)

Other #256530 2022 9781908819673 £16.50

London in the Wild
Exploring Nature in the City
London Wildlife Trust(Author), Matthew Frith(Contributor), Anna Guerin(Contributor), Chris
Packham(Foreword By)
A place of cars, concrete, lights, noise and pollution, London is a harsh, unyielding landscape
created to meet the needs of people, not wildlife, but if you take the time to stop and look, you'll
discover it is teeming with more than 15,000...

192 pages | Kyle Books

Hardback #256598 Oct-2022 9780857839947 £15.99

Murchison's Wanderings in Russia
His Geological Exploration of Russia in Europe and the Ural Mountains,1840 and 1841
Roderick Impey Murchison(Author), Michael Collie(Editor), John Diemer(Editor)
Born in Scotland in 1792, Roderick Murchison was a man who left a remarkable scientific
legacy. In the early 1800s, there was no recognised geological time-scale; no realisation that
rocks of similar age could be correlated across continents. The...

474 pages | b/w illustrations, colour maps | British Geological Survey

Hardback #256814 2004 9780852724675 £54.99

New England's Roadside Ecology
Explore 30 of the Region's Unique Natural Areas
Tom Wessels(Author)
New England's Roadside Ecology guides you through 30 spectacular natural sites, all within
an easy walk from the road. The sites include the forests, wetlands, alpines, dunes, and
geologic ecosystems that make up New England.Author Tom Wessels is...

236 pages | colour photos | Timber Press

Paperback #256825 2021 9781643260099 £27.99

Margaret Rebecca Dickinson
A Botanical Artist of the Border Counties
Elizabeth Towner(Author)
Margaret Rebecca Dickinson (1821-1918) was a talented and prolific botanical artist who
received little recognition during her lifetime. 2021 was the bicentenary of her birth, a fitting
time to commemorate her impressive visual legacy. Norham...

68 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Berwickshire Naturalists'
Club

Paperback #256830 2021 9780951643440 £14.99

Wildlife of Maldon
The Natural History of a Riverside Town
John Buchanan(Author)
This book is a celebration of the wildlife to be found in and around the historic English town of
Maldon at the start of the 21st century.Fully illustrated with photographs taken locally, it covers
everything from butterflies to seals, with a...

244 pages | 258 colour photos | Gannet Rock

Paperback #256858 2021 9781399901017 £16.99

For the Love of Birds
Australian Geographic(Author), Georgina Steytler(Photographer)
Georgina Steytler, one of Australia's most gifted wildlife photographers, is passionate about
birds and conservation. In this stunning collection of her work over the last decade, her poetic
images portray birds as individuals, each with a...

208 pages | colour photos | Australian Geographic Pty Ltd

Hardback #256881 2021 9781922388308 £74.99

The Coasts of California
A California Field Atlas
Obi Kaufmann(Author)
An epic, gloriously illustrated journey up and down California's shorelineCalifornia's coastline is
world-famous, an endless source of fascination and fantasy, but there is no book about it like
this one. Obi Kaufmann, author-illustrator of...

592 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Heyday Books

Flexibound #256886 Jun-2022 9781597145510 £39.99

Returning Light
30 Years of Life on Skellig Michael
Robert L Harris(Author)
'On Skellig Michael, thousands of birds appear and disappear, erecting towers, coming
together in wings of movement which build and unravel over the empty sea. Often, no one else
is there to stand beside me on the island. The mind wanders; links...

272 pages | HarperCollinsIreland

Paperback #256890 Sep-2022 9780008509408 £9.99
Hardback #256889 2021 9780008509378 £14.99

Photo Ark Wonders
Celebrating Diversity in the Animal Kingdom
Joel Sartore(Photographer)
A glorious new volume of Sartore’s signature animal portraits, this time highlighting the
fascinating shapes, patterns, and expressions of animals both familiar and little known. Joel
Sartore, on a mission to photograph all the animal species...

400 pages | colour photos | National Geographic Society

Hardback #256892 2022 9781426221910 £27.99

Wild Design
Nature's Architects
Kimberly Ridley(Author)
Wild Design reveals the wonders of the natural world as never seen before, through the
stunning, extraordinary, and functional forms created by animals, plants, and other organisms
all around us.Art and science beautifully intertwine in this...

112 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Princeton Architectural
Press

Hardback #256893 2021 9781648960178 £17.99

Woman, Watching
Louise de Kiriline Lawrence and the Songbirds of Pimisi Bay
Merilyn Simonds(Author)
From award-winning author Merilyn Simonds, the biography of an aristocrat who survived the
Russian Revolution to become a renowned naturalist.A woman of the Swedish aristocracy
loses her young husband in the Russian revolution and finds her way to...

400 pages | Essays on Canadian Writing Press

Hardback #256904 May-2022 9781770416598 £25.99
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Wildlife Photographer of the Year, Portfolio 32
Rosamund Kidman-Cox(Editor)
This sumptuous collection – all 100 pictures awarded in the 2022 Wildlife Photographer of the
Year competition – displays a huge variety of subjects, styles and artistry. Chosen by an
international jury from more than 38,000 submissions,...

160 pages | colour photos | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #256954 Oct-2022 9780565095369 £24.99

Chromosome Woman, Nomad Scientist
E. K. Janaki Ammal, A Life 1897–1984
Savithri Preetha Nair(Author), Pnina Geraldine Abir-Am(Foreword By)
This is the first in-depth and analytical biography of an Asian woman scientist – Edavaleth
Kakkat Janaki Ammal (1897–1984). Using a wide range of archival sources, it presents a
dazzling portrait of the twentieth century through the eyes...

554 pages | 54 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Hardback #256972 Sep-2022 9781032035482 £120.00

Wild Places
Sarah Baxter(Author), Amy Grimes(Illustrator)
We humans don't just love wild places. We need them; we need their scale, their breath, their
drama and enigma. Wild places can be a balm and a solace; an escape or a returning; a best
friend; an inner cleanse. And they can remind us of our...

144 pages | colour illustrations | White Lion Publishing

Hardback #256974 May-2022 9780711260290 £14.99

Biodiversity and Natural Heritage of the Himalaya / Biodiversität und Naturausstattung
im Himalaya, Volume 7
Matthias Hartmann(Editor), Maxwell VL Barclay(Editor), Jörg Weipert(Editor)
Series covering biodiversity research in the Himalayas (taxonomy, phylogeny, faunistics and
biogeography); including geology, geography, botany, veterinary zoology, zoology, and
especially entomology (which comprises more than 60% of the content)....

594 pages | colour & b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables |
Naturkundemuseum Erfurt

Hardback #256996 2021 9783000695353 £125.00

The Wonder of Africa's Natural History
Clive Spinage(Author)
This book opens up a wonderland of natural history for all ages to enjoy, and will spark interest
in the intricate web of Africa's natural history, one that is bursting with exuberance, a great
variety of life. It covers a vast range of topics...

192 pages | colour photos | Whittles Publishing

Paperback #257005 Sep-2022 9781849955348 £18.99

Fifty Words for Snow
Nancy Campbell(Author)
Snow. Every language has its own words for the feather-like flakes that come from the sky. In
Japanese we find Yuki-onna – a 'snow woman' who drifts through the frosted land. In Icelandic
falls Hundslappadrífa – 'big as...

224 pages | illustrations | Elliott & Thompson

Hardback #257024 2020 9781783964987 £12.99

Field Notes
Walking the Territory
Maxim Peter Griffin(Author)
Field Notes is the record of a territory in full colour: a book of words and artworks that capture a
year spent on foot in the Lincolnshire landscape.It is about topography and time. Chalk and flint
and marsh. The coming and going of the sea,...

128 pages | colour illustrations | Unbound

Hardback #257028 May-2022 9781800181182 £12.99

Seasonality
A Personal Account of Nature through the Seasons
Ian Parsons(Author)
Seasonality is an uplifting look at British wildlife through the seasons of the year, but it is also
about our relationship with that wildlife. The author, a keen and passionate naturalist, takes us
on a journey through spring, summer, autumn and...

192 pages | 60 colour photos | Whittles Publishing

Paperback #257034 Jun-2022 9781849955058 £18.99

John Muir Wilderness Collection (4-Volume Set)
John Muir(Author)
Part of John Muir's appeal to modern readers is that he not only explored the American West
and wrote about its beauties but also fought for their preservation. His successes dot the
landscape and are evident in all the natural features that bear...

1048 pages | Gibbs M. Smith Inc

Hardback #257043 Sep-2022 9781423662549 £45.99

Seasons of Storm and Wonder
Jim Crumley(Author)
Leaving behind a few days of head-turning autumn finery on Skye, Jim Crumley was en route
to his Stirlingshire home when he found himself contemplating not only the glories of the
season, but how far the seasons themselves had shapeshifted since his...

608 pages | Saraband (Scotland)

Hardback #257044 Sep-2022 9781913393533 £24.99

The Shaping of the English Landscape
An Atlas of Archaeology from the Bronze Age to Domesday Book
Chris Green(Author), Miranda Creswell(Author)
The Shaping of the English Landscape is an atlas of English archaeology covering the period
from the middle Bronze Age (c. 1500 BC) to Domesday Book (AD 1086), encompassing the
Bronze and Iron Ages, the Roman period, and the early medieval...

134 pages | colour illustrations, colour maps | Archaeopress

Paperback #257075 2021 9781803270609 £34.99

Black Swan Song
Life and Work of a Wetland Writer
Rod Giblett(Author)
Combining memoir and studies in the Environmental Humanities, Black Swan Song weaves
together an autobiographically-based account of the unique life and work of Rod Giblett. For
over 25 years he was a leading local wetland conservationist,...

242 pages | Hamilton Books

Paperback #257091 2021 9780761872788 £18.99
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Reference

To the Wilderness
A Memoir
Marion K Stocking(Author)
To the Wilderness is the memoir of an outdoorswoman's life in search of the wild. Improvising a
canoe route through deep Maine woods, she discovered – a century after Thoreau – not the
forest primaeval but a commercial forest, B.C....

211 pages | University of Delaware Press

Hardback #257101 2010 9781611493405 £68.99

Most Unimaginably Strange
An Eclectic Companion to the Landscape of Iceland
Chris Caseldine(Author)
Described by William Morris as 'Most Unimaginably Strange', the landscape of Iceland has
fascinated and inspired travellers, scientists, artists and writers throughout history. This book
provides a contemporary understanding of the landscape...

344 pages | 97 colour & 6 b/w photos | Reaktion Books

Hardback #257102 2021 9781789144727 £24.99

Animals Illustrated: Caribou
Dorothy Aglukark(Author), David Aglukark(Author), Amiel Sandland(Illustrator)
Animals Illustrated mixes fun-filled animal facts suitable for the youngest of readers with
intricately detailed illustrations to create a unique and beautiful collection of children’s non-
fiction books on Arctic animals. Each volume contains...

28 pages | colour illustrations | Inhabit Media

Hardback #257103 2020 9781772272345 £9.99

Animals Illustrated: Bowhead Whale
Joanasie Karpik(Author), Sho Uehara(Illustrator)
Animals Illustrated mixes fun-filled animal facts suitable for the youngest of readers with
intricately detailed illustrations to create a unique and beautiful collection of children’s books on
Arctic animals. Each volume contains first-hand...

28 pages | colour illustrations | Inhabit Media

Hardback #257104 2018 9781772271621 £9.99

Animals Illustrated: Walrus
Herve Paniaq(Author), Ben Shannon(Illustrator)
Animals Illustrated mixes fun-filled animal facts suitable for the youngest of readers with
intricately detailed illustrations to create a unique and beautiful collection of children's books on
Arctic animals. Each volume contains first-hand...

32 pages | colour illustrations | Inhabit Media

Hardback #257105 2017 9781772271423 £9.99

Animals Illustrated: Muskox
Allen Niptanatiak(Author), Kagan McLeod(Illustrator)
Animals Illustrated mixes fun-filled animal facts suitable for the youngest of readers with
intricately detailed illustrations to create a unique and beautiful collection of children's books on
Arctic animals. Each volume contains first-hand...

24 pages | colour illustrations | Inhabit Media

Hardback #257106 2017 9781772271225 £9.99

Animals Illustrated: Polar Bear
William Flaherty(Author), Danny Christopher(Illustrator)
Animals Illustrated mixes fun-filled animal facts suitable for the youngest of readers with
intricately detailed illustrations to create a unique and beautiful collection of children's books on
Arctic animals. Each volume contains first-hand...

24 pages | colour illustrations | Inhabit Media

Hardback #257111 2016 9781772270792 £9.99

Animals Illustrated: Narwhal
Solomon Awa(Author), Hwei Lim(Illustrator)
Animals Illustrated mixes fun-filled animal facts suitable for the youngest of readers with
intricately detailed illustrations to create a unique and beautiful collection of children's books on
Arctic animals. Each volume contains first-hand...

24 pages | colour illustrations | Inhabit Media

Hardback #257112 2016 9781772270808 £9.99

Back from the Land
How Young Americans Went to Nature in the 1970s, and Why They Came Back
Eleanor Agnew(Author)
When Eleanor Agnew, her husband, and two young children moved to the Maine woods in
1975, the back-to-the-land movement had already attracted untold numbers of converts who
had grown increasingly estranged from mainstream American society....

288 pages | Ivan R. Dee

Paperback #257122 2005 9781566636643 £12.99
Hardback #257121 2004 9781566635806 £20.99

Oxford Atlas of the World
The only world atlas updated annually, Oxford's Atlas of the World is the most authoritative
atlas on the market. Full of crisp, clear cartography of urban areas and natural landscapes
around the globe, Atlas of the World contains maps of cities...

448 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | Oxford
University Press USA

Hardback #256973 2021 9780197577523 £79.99

Taxi from Another Planet
Conversations with Drivers about Life in the Universe
Charles S Cockell(Author)
Insightful, good-humoured essays on the possibilities of alien life and the uses of space
exploration, based on an astrobiologist's everyday conversations with his fellow humans – taxi
drivers, to be precise.If you've ever sat in the...

288 pages | 18 b/w photos | Harvard University Press

Hardback #256617 Sep-2022 9780674271838 £21.95

Properties of Plastics
A Guide for Conservators
Thea B van Oosten(Author)
Almost every museum in the world is confronted with plastics in its collections. Research
initiatives and knowledge concerning the conservation of heritage objects made of plastics
have proliferated over the last twenty-five years, necessitating this...

360 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Getty Conservation
Institute

Paperback #256977 Aug-2022 9781606066935 £54.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

Shinkai Seibutsu no Kuizu Zukan Shinso-Ban [Deep Sea Creatures Pictorial Quiz Book]
Tsuchida Shinji(Author)
This pictorial quiz book fosters thinking ability and intellectual inquiry, born from Gakken's
pictorial LIVE book series. Learn about the deep sea full of mysterious creatures while taking
quizzes. This book collects 100 quizzes on creatures...

197 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Gakken Publishers

Paperback #257013 2020 9784052051890 £27.99

Microwatershed Atlas of India (2-Volume Set)
Rajni Taneja(Editor), Ravindra Kulkarni(Editor), Devinder Kumar(Editor)
The watershed is a natural hydrological entity that covers a specific aerial expanse of land
surface from which the rainfall runoff flows to a defined drain, channel, stream or river at any
particular point. It is a general phenomenon governed by the...

colour maps | Soil and Land Use Survey of India

Paperback #257025 2019 9788194285809 £799.00

Adrift
The Curious Tale of the Lego Lost at Sea
Tracey Williams(Author), Curtis Ebbesmeyer(Contributor), Mario Cacciottolo(Contributor)
In 1997 sixty-two containers fell off the cargo ship Tokio Express after it was hit by a rogue
wave off the coast of Cornwall, including one container filled with nearly five million pieces of
Lego, much of it sea themed. In the months that followed,...

144 pages | 100 colour photos | Unicorn Publishing Group

Hardback #257038 2022 9781913491192 £14.99

Cultural Heritage Microbiology
Recent Developments
Ralph Mitchell(Editor), Jennifer Clifford(Editor), Archana Vasanthakumar(Editor)
This volume focuses on recent developments in the investigation of the role of microbes
associated with historic materials. Contributions from world-renowned scientists describe the
latest advancements in the role of microorganisms in the...

170 pages | Archetype Publications

Paperback #257109 May-2022 9781909492776 £39.50

Contemporary Issues in Book and Paper Conservation
Pamela Murray(Editor), Leah Humenuck(Editor), William Bennett(Editor), Lauren Moon-
Schott(Editor), Abigail Bainbridge(Preface By)
The papers in this volume were presented at the Icon Book & Paper Group Third Triennial
Conference 2021 entitled Mod Cons: Modern Conservation. Modern Conveniences. Modern
Constraints. Topics include decolonisation; new treatments; educational...

120 pages | Archetype Publications

Paperback #257110 2022 9781909492851 £34.99

Wildlife Trafficking
A Deconstruction of the Crime, the Victims, and the Offenders
Tanya Wyatt(Author)
Wildlife Trafficking provides a comprehensive, global exploration of the scale, scope, threats,
and drivers of wildlife trafficking from a criminological perspective. Building on the first edition,
it takes into account the significant changes in the...

290 pages | 2 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Palgrave

Hardback #256897 2021 9783030837525 £99.99

Conservation and Reintroduction of Rare and Endangered Plants in China
Hai Ren(Editor)
The book offers a comprehensive review of the advances in conservation and the
reintroduction of rare and endangered plants in China. It systematically discusses plant
diversity, in situ and ex situ protection and plant reintroduction in China,...

233 pages | 80 colour & 13 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256920 2021 9789811553035 £139.99
Hardback #252460 2020 9789811553004 £139.99

The Book of Vanishing Species
Illustrating the Rarest Creatures, Plants and Fungi on Earth
Beatrice Forshall(Author)
Our earth is more beautiful and more diverse than we can possibly conceive of.Collected here
are eighty of the planet's most mysterious, bizarre, and wondrous creatures and plants. Their
stories are captivating, from the olm – a pale...

240 pages | illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #252907 Oct-2022 9781526623775 £24.99

Animal Vegetable Criminal
When Nature Breaks the Law
Mary Roach(Author)
What's to be done about a jaywalking moose? A grizzly bear caught breaking and entering? A
murderous tree?We've never been good at sharing the planet… In the past, when wild animals
'broke the law', they might be given lawyers...

320 pages | Oneworld Publications

Paperback #256127 Oct-2022 9780861543649 £9.99
Hardback #254618 2021 9781786078346 £16.99

Peter Scott and the Birth of Modern Conservation
Chris Moore(Author)
Peter Scott was a remarkable man who led an extraordinary life. Writer, artist, broadcaster,
conservationist, sportsman; in any one of his chosen fields he would have been remembered
as someone who made a difference. That he excelled in all of these...

288 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Quiller Publishing

Hardback #256061 Oct-2022 9781846893643 £19.99

CITES as a Tool for Sustainable Development
Marie-Claire Condonier Segger(Editor), David Andrew Wardell(Editor), Alexandra R
Harrington(Editor)
Saving endangered species presents a critical and increasingly pressing challenge for
conservation and sustainability movements, and is also matter of survival and livelihoods for
the world's poorest and vulnerable communities. In 1973, a global...

500 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #256136 Sep-2022 9781108420006 £120.00

Extinct
Artistic Impressions of Our Lost Wildlife
Benjamin Gray(Author), Brook Garru Andrew(Foreword By)
This book showcases stunning artwork and stories of Australian animals that have been lost to
extinction.Australia is home to an incredible diversity of native animals. While Australian
animals are among the most unique in the world, they are also...

136 pages | colour illustrations | CSIRO

Hardback #256845 2021 9781486313716 £49.95
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Bushmeat
Culture, Economy and Conservation in Central Africa
Theodore Trefon(Author)
In much of Central Africa, eating wildlife is seen as a normal, desirable and common-sense
practice. Almost all wild animals, from the largest mammals to the smallest invertebrates, are
hunted, traded and consumed, providing vital income and...

256 pages | C Hurst & Co Publishers Ltd

Hardback #256863 Oct-2022 9781787388147 £19.99

Rekindling Life
A Common Front
Baptiste Morizot(Author), Catherine Porter(Translated by)
The environmental crisis is accelerating all around us, threatening many forms of life including
our own, and yet we can easily feel overwhelmed by the scale of the threat and feel powerless
to avert the impending catastrophe. But the feeling of...

224 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #256874 Jun-2022 9781509549283 £15.99
Hardback #256873 Jun-2022 9781509549276 £49.99

The Invention of Green Colonialism
Guillaume Blanc(Author), Helen Morrison(Translated by)
The story begins with a dream – the dream of Africa. Virgin forests, majestic mountains
surrounded by savanna, vast plains punctuated with the rhythms of animal life where lions,
elephants and giraffes reign as lords of nature, far from...

180 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #256876 Jun-2022 9781509550890 £15.99
Hardback #256875 Jun-2022 9781509550883 £49.99

Birds, Beasts and Bedlam
Turning My Farm into an Ark for Lost Species
Derek Gow(Author)
Birds, Beasts and Bedlam recounts the adventures of farmer-turned-rewilder Derek Gow, who
is saving Britain's much-loved but dangerously threatened species, from the water vole to
beaver, wildcat to white stork, and tree frog to glow worm.Derek...

208 pages | Chelsea Green

Hardback #256879 Jun-2022 9781645021339 £14.99

EU Biodiversity Law
Wild Birds and Habitats Directives
Agustín García Ureta(Author)
The protection of biodiversity is one of the most important challenges in contemporary
societies. Indeed, as scientists have noted, there is a clear decline in habitats and ecosystems,
and a rate of species disappearance that has not occurred until...

398 pages | Europa Law Publishing

Paperback #256884 2020 9789462512344 £110.00

The Ecological and Societal Consequences of Biodiversity Loss
Michel Loreau(Editor), Andy Hector(Editor), Forest Isbell(Editor)
The idea that changes in biodiversity can impact how ecosystems function has, over the last
quarter-century, gone from being a controversial notion to an accepted part of science and
policy. As the field matures, it is high time to review progress,...

384 pages | Wiley-ISTE

Hardback #256915 2022 9781789450729 £125.00

Tarangire
Human-Wildlife Coexistence in a Fragmented Ecosystem
Christian Kiffner(Editor), Monica L Bond(Editor), Derek E Lee(Editor)
This edited volume summarizes multidisciplinary work on wildlife conservation in the Tarangire
ecosystem of northern Tanzania. By drawing together human-centred, wildlife-centred, and
interdisciplinary research, this book contributes to furthering...

392 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #256929 2022 9783030936037 £139.99

The Secret Life of Conservationists
A Compilation of Stories by Lonely Conservationists
Jessie Panazzolo(Contributor), Renuka Kulkarni(Editor)
The Secret Life of Conservationists is a compilation of stories from members of the global
online community, Lonely Conservationists.On the heels of her autobiographical journey
outlined in How to Conserve Conservationists, Jessie Panazzolo provides...

220 pages | Lonely Conservationists

Paperback #256942 2021 9780645240207 £17.99

The Power of Scenery
Frederick Law Olmsted and the Origin of National Parks
Dennis Drabelle(Author)
Wallace Stegner called national parks "the best idea we ever had". As Americans celebrate the
150th anniversary of Yellowstone, the world's first national park, a question naturally arises:
where did the idea for a national park...

272 pages | 11 photos | University of Nebraska Press

Hardback #256943 2021 9781496220776 £22.99

Saving the Wild South
The Fight for Native Plants on the Brink of Extinction
Georgann Eubanks(Author)
The American South is famous for its astonishingly rich biodiversity. In Saving the Wild South,
Georgann Eubanks takes a wondrous trek from Alabama to North Carolina to search out native
plants that are endangered and wavering on the edge of erasure....

272 pages | 27 plates with colour photos | University of North Carolina
Press

Paperback #256944 2021 9781469664903 £23.50

Big Basin Redwood Forest
California's Oldest State Park
Traci Bliss(Author), Martin Rizzo-Martinez(Foreword By), Mark G Hylkema(Foreword By)
The epic saga of Big Basin began in the late 1800s when the surrounding communities saw
their once inexhaustible redwood forests vanishing. Expanding railways demanded timber as
they crisscrossed the nation, but the more redwoods that fell to the...

210 pages | History Press Library Editions

Paperback #256946 2021 9781467145046 £23.99
Hardback #256945 2021 9781540249647 £25.99

'African Potentials' for Wildlife Conservation and Natural Resource Management
Against the Image of 'Deficiency' and Tyranny of 'Fortress'
Toshio Meguro(Editor), Chihiro Ito(Editor), Kariuki Kirigia(Editor)
This book focuses on two specific areas: wildlife conservation policies and projects, and the
interaction between local societies and the surrounding environment in Africa. Against the
internationally dominant approach that regards Africa as being a...

374 pages | Langaa RPCID

Paperback #256947 2021 9789956552856 £62.99
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Ornithology

The Hidden Universe
Adventures in Biodiversity
Alexandre Antonelli(Author)
We don't know what we've got until it's gone...This brief, lucid book by the Director of Science
at Royal Botanical Gardens takes you on an unforgettable tour of the natural world, showing
how biodiversity – the rich variety of life...

288 pages | Ebury Press

Hardback #257011 Jul-2022 9781529109160 £14.99

A Clouded Leopard in the Middle of the Road
New Thinking about Roads, People, and Wildlife
Darryl Jones(Author)
A Clouded Leopard in the Middle of the Road is an eye-opening introduction to the ecological
impacts of roads. Drawing on over ten years of active engagement in the field of road ecology,
Darryl Jones sheds light on the challenges roads pose to...

272 pages | 30 b/w photos | Comstock Publishing Associates

Paperback #257031 May-2022 9781501763717 £14.99

Extinction
Our Fragile Relationship with Life on Earth
Marc Schlossman(Author), John Bates(Foreword By), Lauren Heinz(Contributor), Ben
Schlossman(Contributor), Nathan Williams(Contributor)
Extinction is an attempt to understand, through photographs and text, the factors threatening
numerous species of animal and plant with extinction and to explore man's relationship with life
on Earth. It showcases ten years of photographing...

224 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Ammonite Press

Hardback #257079 2022 9781781454534 £21.99

Hunting Wildlife in the Tropics and Subtropics
Julia E Fa(Author), Stephan M Funk(Author), Robert Nasi(Author)
The hunting of wild animals for their meat has been a crucial activity in the evolution of
humans. It continues to be an essential source of food and a generator of income for millions of
Indigenous and rural communities worldwide. Conservationists...

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #257082 Aug-2022 9781107540347 £39.99
Hardback #257081 Aug-2022 9781107117570 £89.99

Conservation and Community in Kenya
Milking the Elephant
Carolyn K Lesorogol(Author)
Community-based wildlife conservation is promoted as a win-win solution for wildlife and
people that will protect biodiversity while improving the economic status of communities living
among wildlife. Conservation and Community in Kenya, based on...

262 pages | Lexington Books

Hardback #257083 Jul-2022 9781793650290 £80.99

La Nature en Partage: Autour du Protocole de Nagoya [Sharing Nature: Around the
Nagoya Protocol]
Catherine Aubertin(Editor), Anne Nivart(Editor), Valérie Verdier(Preface By), Bruno
David(Preface By)
A major international agreement for global governance of biodiversity, the Nagoya Protocol was
intended to put an end to the unrequited exploitation of the natural resources and knowledge of
the countries of the South. Its objective was to ensure...

323 pages | b/w illustrations | Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle

Paperback #257088 2021 9782856539576 £44.99

Collins Bird Guide
The Most Complete Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe
Lars Svensson(Author), Killian Mullarney(Illustrator), Dan Zetterström(Illustrator), Peter J
Grant(Contributor), David A Christie(Translated by)
With expanded text and additional colour illustrations, the third edition of the hugely successful
Collins Bird Guide is a must for every birdwatcher. Please note that initially the hardback will
be released in its third edition, with the paperback...

480 pages | 4000+ colour illustrations, 700 colour distribution maps |
HarperCollins

Paperback #170498 2010 9780007268146 £19.99
Hardback #165739 2010 9780007267262 £29.99
Hardback #255852 Sep-2022 9780008547455 £29.99

FSC Birds Wildlife Pack
Edward Jackson(Author), Andy Simms(Author), Leanne Thomas(Author), Simon
Norman(Author), Rebecca Farley-Brown(Author), Sue Loughran(Author), Hawk and Owl
Trust(Contributor), Chris Shields(Illustrator), Mike Langham(Illustrator), Mike
Langman(Illustrator)
The Birds Wildlife Pack features 5 of the FSC’s fold-out guides. Find out the names of birds in
gardens, the countryside and wetlands.- Birds of Prey - all the day-flying raptors you are likely
to see- Bird tracks and signs - common or...

44 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Field Studies
Council (FSC)

Other #256913 2022 9781908819710 £16.50

Birdgirl
A Young Environmentalist Looks to the Skies in Search of a Better Future
Mya-Rose Craig(Author)
'Birdwatching has never felt like a hobby, or a pastime I can pick up and put down, but a thread
running through the pattern of my life, so tightly woven in that there's no way of pulling it free
and leaving the rest of my life...

336 pages | Jonathan Cape

Hardback #256878 Jun-2022 9781787333208 £16.99

Book of Texas Birds
Gary Clark(Author), Kathy Adams Clark(Illustrator)
Drawing on the knowledge and insight gained from a lifetime of watching, studying, and
enjoying birds, Book of Texas Birds is full of information about more than four hundred species
of birds in Texas, most all of which author Gary Clark has seen...

500 pages | 500 colour photos | Texas A & M University Press

Paperback #257061 2022 9781648430701 £37.95

Landfill
Tim Dee(Author)
Read our interview with the author here.A groundbreaking new book from the author of The
Running Sky and Four Fields, Landfill confronts our waste-making species through the
extraordinary and fascinating life of gulls, and the people who watch...

240 pages | b/w illustrations | Little Toller Books

Paperback #257056 Jun-2022 9781915068040 £11.99
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Fowl Play
A History of the Chicken from Dinosaur to Dinner Plate
Sally Coulthard(Author)
From dinosaur to dinner plate, Sally Coulthard tells the fascinating – and sometimes shocking
– story of the domestic chicken.Earth is home to 23 billion chickens, at least ten times more
than any other bird. For every human on the...

304 pages | Head of Zeus

Hardback #255732 Oct-2022 9781801104470 £19.99

Baby Bird Identification
A North American Guide
Linda Tuttle-Adams(Author), Rebecca S Duerr(Foreword By)
Baby Bird Identification is a comprehensive illustrated guide for distinguishing hundreds of
North American bird species in their early stages of life. From the just-hatched to the fledgling,
Linda Tuttle-Adams walks readers through the process of...

432 pages | 68 colour & 1 b/w photos, 400+ colour illustrations |
Comstock Publishing Associates

Paperback #256006 Oct-2022 9781501762857 £31.99

A Celebration of Prairie Birds
Wayne Lynch(Author)
Acclaimed wildlife photographer Wayne Lynch has been fascinated by the prairie grasslands
for more than 40 years and in love with birds for even longer. His new book celebrates the
beauty and biology of the beautiful world of prairie birds. Lynch...

240 pages | colour photos | Fifth House Publishers

Paperback #256839 2021 9781927083574 £37.99

Robin
Helen F Wilson(Author)
The robin is a small bird with a distinctive ruddy breast, at once a national treasure and a bird
with a global reputation. In this superbly illustrated account, Helen F. Wilson looks at many
aspects of the cherished robin, from its status as a...

224 pages | 60 colour & 45 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #256865 Sep-2022 9781789146264 £13.95

Birds of Morocco / Oiseaux du Maroc
Patrick Bergier(Author), Michel Thévenot(Author), Abdeljebbar Qninba(Author), Jean-Roch
Houllier(Author)
This book written in French and English presents the 582 bird species that have been
recorded in Morocco, a key country located at the crossroads between the Western Palearctic
and the Sahel that covers a wide range of environments, from coastal...

648 pages | 1100 colour photos and colour distribution maps | Societé
d'Etudes Ornithologiques de France

Paperback #256882 2022 £79.99

Rapaci d'Italia 2. Norturni [Raptors of Italy, Volume 2, Nocturnal Birds]
Federico Cauli(Author), Paolo Galeotti(Author), Fulvio Genero(Author)
With the contribution of some of the leading national and international experts, Federico Cauli,
Paolo Galeotti and Fulvio Genero have edited one of the most in-depth volumes ever published
on the nocturnal birds of prey in Italy and Europe. As for...

412 pages | 182 colour photos, 110 colour & b/w illustrations, colour
distribution maps | Edizioni Belvedere

Hardback #256967 2022 9788889504703 £84.99

A Quest for Waders
Rick Simpson(Author), Elis Simpson(Author), Dominic Couzens(Foreword By)
The long-awaited book chronicling Rick and Elis Simpson's travels to see as many waders, or
shorebirds if you prefer, in a year. This book has it all, hilarious anecdotes told in a gritty style,
personal family tragedy, elation and...

362 pages | 54 plates with colour photos; 36 b/w line drawings | Wader
Quest Publishing

Paperback #257004 2020 9780995514621 £19.99

Rare Birds of Hampshire
John Clark(Author), Dan Powell(Illustrator)
Hampshire has a rich ornithological history which can be traced back to the late 18th century
when Gilbert White wrote The Natural History of Selborne. John Clark, former County
Recorder, has researched the records of rare birds from White’s...

560 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Hampshire
Ornithological Society

Hardback #257026 2022 9781999309237 £34.99

Bird Brother
A Falconer's Journey and the Healing Power of Wildlife
Rodney Stotts(Author), Kate Pipkin(Contributor)
To escape the tough streets of Southeast Washington, D.C. in the late 1980s, young Rodney
Stotts would ride the metro to the Smithsonian National Zoo. There, the bald eagles and other
birds of prey captured his imagination for the first time. In Bird...

224 pages | 11 colour photos | Island Press

Hardback #257029 2022 9781642831740 £19.99

Birds
An Illustrated Field Guide
Alice Sun(Author), June Lee(Illustrator)
A beautifully illustrated pocket-size field guide to the birds of North America – a must-have for
any birder's backpack or home library. Birds: An Illustrated Field Guide is a compact,
beautifully illustrated field guide to 50 North...

216 pages | colour illustrations | Melia Publishing

Paperback #257033 2022 9781951511326 £11.99

Australian Bird Guide
Concise Edition
Jeff Davies(Author), Peter Menkhorst(Author), Danny Rogers(Author), Rohan Clarke(Author),
Peter Marsack(Author), Kim Franklin(Author)
Comprehensive yet portable, this concise field-guide edition of Australian Bird Guide is an
essential companion for every birdwatcher visiting AustraliaThis new, fully updated concise
edition of the award-winning Australian Bird Guide brings the...

256 pages | colour illustrations | Helm

Paperback #257060 Oct-2022 9781399406291 £29.99

RSPB Pocket Guide to British Birds
Marianne Taylor(Author), Stephen Message(Illustrator)
A compact, lightweight and informative guide to 310 of the most common birds found in the
UK.RSPB Pocket Guide to British Birds is a compact, lightweight and informative field guide,
featuring 310 bird species regularly seen in the UK. Species are...

272 pages | 800 colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #257070 Jul-2022 9781472994721 £7.99
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Botany

American Birding Association Field Guide to Birds of Maine
Nick Lund(Author)
From deep evergreen woods and interior lakes, fields and farmlands, to world-famous beaches
and rocky shorelines, Maine is a paradise for birds. Over 450 species are recorded in the state
and because it's ideal for both migrating birds in the...

368 pages | colour photos | Scott & Nix, Inc

Flexibound #257071 2022 9781935622741 £23.99

Himachal Birds
A Visual Treat
Somesh Goyal(Author)
This coffee table book showcases the range of birds seen in the Indian state of Himachal
Pradesh. A collaborative venture that involved numerous birdwatchers and bird photographers,
this book includes photos by, Aamir Jaspa, Amit Bedi, Arvind Syal,...

198 pages | colour photos | Somesh Goyal (privately published)

Hardback #257077 2021 9788192235820 £115.00

Parrots
A Celebration of their Beauty
Rosemary Low(Author)
One of the most obvious traits about parrots is their outstanding beauty. Yet the extraordinary
truth is that no one had ever written a book to celebrate this aspect of these amazing birds, until
now.Rosemary Low takes a look at parrots and their...

152 pages | colour photos | Aves Publishing

Paperback #257084 2022 £59.99

Macaws
Macaws in Field and Aviary
Tony Silva(Author), Luís Fábio Silveira(Preface By)
Sound scientific knowledge and first-hand experience are absolutely necessary and critical to
helping in the conservation of many species and for the proper care and well-being of the
macaws in captivity. Although many books have been published about...

252 pages | colour photos | Jan Sojka

Paperback #257085 2019 £64.99

Psittaculture
A Manual for the Care and Breeding of Parrots
Tony Silva(Author)
Tony Silva became mesmerised by Psittaculture parrots at the age of ten when he started
visiting a pet store that displayed a Blue and Gold Ara ararauna and Scarlet Macaw Ara macao.
The storeowner claimed that macaws mated in the air and would not...

600 pages | 1000+ colour photos | Jan Sojka

Hardback #257086 2018 9788027042760 £110.00

Cahier d'Identification des Passereaux d'Europe en Vol [Flight Identification of
European Passerines and Select Landbirds]
Tomasz Cofta(Author), Michał Skakuj(Photographer)
Opening up new frontiers in birdwatching, this is the first field guide for identifying European
passerines in flight, featuring more than 830 stunning colour illustrations from acclaimed bird
artist Tomasz Cofta, who creates remarkably lifelike...

496 pages | 2400 colour photos, 850 colour illustrations | BIOTOPE

Hardback #257089 2021 9782366622805 £57.99

Botany for Gardeners
Brian Capon(Author)
What happens inside a seed after it is planted? How are plants structured? How do plants
reproduce? The answers to these and other questions about complex plant processes can be
found in the bestselling Botany for Gardeners. First published in 1990...

280 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Timber Press

Paperback #256315 Sep-2022 9781643261430 £16.99
Paperback #185212 2010 9781604690958 £14.99

Plants of Arizona
Anne Orth Epple(Author), Lewis Epple(Author), John F Wiens(Author)
An authoritative survey of the most common and noteworthy plants found throughout Arizona,
this guide covers more than 900 species. Colour photos illustrate each plant, with relevant
botanical information covered in each plant entry. This is a...

512 pages | colour photos, 1 colour map | Falcon Guides

Paperback #256894 2021 9781493057931 £26.99

Veldgids Nederlandse Flora [Field Guide to Dutch Flora]
Henk Eggelte(Author), Erik Simons(Editor), Joop HJ Schaminée(Foreword By)
With this complete flora, readers can identify all wild plants found in the Netherlands. The
methodology used here has proved itself over the course of years and leads the user to the
correct species in a practical and rapid way. The keys are compact...

496 pages | 2000+ b/w line drawings, colour tables | KNNV Uitgeverij

Flexibound #256866 2022 9789050118224 £39.99

Plants from the Woods and Forests of Chile
Martin Gardner(Author), Paulina Hechenleitner(Author), Josefina Hepp(Author), Gülnur
Ekşi(Illustrator), Işık Güner(Illustrator), Hülya Korkmaz(Illustrator), HRH Prince
Charles(Foreword By), Michelle Bachelet Jeria(Foreword By)
Plants from the Woods and Forests of Chile is a volume of high-quality botanical art depicting
the rich diversity and beauty of Chile's unique forested areas where for the last 25 years the
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh has engaged in...

202 pages | 81 plates with colour illustrations; b/w distribution map |
Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Hardback #257098 Jul-2022 9781910877432 £34.99

This Is Your Mind On Plants
Opium – Caffeine – Mescaline
Michael Pollan(Author)
From the international bestselling author of How to Change Your Mind comes a ground-
breaking exploration of our relationship with natural drugsOf all the many things humans rely
on plants for, surely the most curious is our use of them to change...

288 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #257117 Jul-2022 9780141997339 £10.99
Hardback #254942 2021 9780241519264 £19.99

The History of the World in 100 Plants
Simon Barnes(Author)
From the author of The History of the World in 100 Animals, a BBC Radio Four Book of the
Week, comes an inspirational new book that looks at the 100 plants that have had the greatest
impact on humanity, stunningly illustrated throughout.As humans, we...

400 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #256130 Oct-2022 9781398505483 £29.99
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Field Guide to Plants of the Molonglo Valley
Natural Temperate Grassland, Box-Gum Woodland, Riparian Vegetation
Russell L Barrett(Author), Meredith Cosgrove(Author), Richard Milner(Author)
If you struggle to identify grasses and weedy species in and around the Australian Capital
Territory, New South Wales, this is the book for you. The Molonglo Valley is significant for its
riverside landscapes, Aboriginal heritage, environmental...

411 pages | colour photos | Meadow Argus

Paperback #256818 2018 9781921117701 £64.99

Common Urban Weeds of North Australia
Michael Schmid(Author), Nicholas Smith(Author)
Covering the area of Australia north and west of Townsville, Queensland, this booklet provides
detailed information for the identification of common weeds in the area.

77 pages | colour photos, maps | Gecko Books

Paperback #256819 2012 9780980852547 £34.99

Pictorial Handbook on Flowers of Sikkim, Volume 1
Bharat Kumar Pradhan(Author), Pema Gyaltsen Bhutia(Author)
So far, most botanical publications describing the flora of Sikkim are of a rather technical
nature and not suited for amateur naturalists. The authors, based on exploring Sikkim for over
13 years, have compiled a selection of photographs of...

372 pages | BK Pradhan

Hardback #256820 2019 9788191043488 £47.99

Tree Treasure of Chandigarh
A Guide to Diverse Urban Treescape
Ravinder Kumar Kohli(Author), Vikas Kahol(Author), HP Singh(Author), Navdeep
Kahol(Author)
The avenue trees form an important part of Chandigarh, the joint capital city of the northern
Indian states of Punjab and Haryana. All the city roads including those connecting the
residential spaces are adorned with meticulously selected trees. The...

246 pages | colour illustrations | SLM Publishers

Hardback #256846 2021 9788194398554 £54.99

Planta Sapiens
Unmasking Plant Intelligence
Paco Calvo(Author), Natalie Lawrence(Co-Author)
What is it like to be a plant?It's not a question we might think to contemplate, even though
many of us live surrounded by plants. Science has explored the wonderful ways in which
plants communicate, behave and shape their environments: from...

368 pages | Little, Brown and Company

Hardback #256855 Aug-2022 9780349128450 £19.99

Uma Coleção de Orquídeas – Cattleya, Espécies Unifoliadas Brasileiras, Volume 1 [A
Collection of Orchids – Cattleya, Brazilian Unifoliate Species, Volume 1]
Priscila MP Corrêa da Fonseca(Author)
The first of two volumes, this is the first Brazilian book that addresses, in detail, several
Brazilian and foreign orchid species of the unifoliate genus Cattleya. It presents a rich content
of precise information about each species addressed....

274 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Pris Orchids

Hardback #256856 2021 9786500210354 £275.00

Uma Coleção de Orquídeas – Cattleya, Espécies Unifoliadas Brasileiras, Volume 2 [A
Collection of Orchids – Cattleya, Brazilian Unifoliate Species, Volume 2]
Priscila MP Corrêa da Fonseca(Author)
The second of two volumes, this is the first Brazilian book that addresses, in detail, several
Brazilian and foreign orchid species of the unifoliate genus Cattleya. It presents a rich content
of precise information about each species addressed....

310 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Pris Orchids

Hardback #256857 2021 9786500210361 £275.00

Freshwater Red Algae
Phylogeny, Taxonomy and Biogeography
Morgan L Vis(Author), Orlando Necchi, Jr.(Author)
This book presents the phylogeny, taxonomy and biogeography of freshwater red algae. Its
content is divided into five chapters. The first chapter provides a brief history of freshwater red
algal research, habits and collecting methods, general...

338 pages | 112 colour & 1 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256910 2022 9783030839697 £129.99

Flora of Madagascar and the Comoro Islands: Boraginales, Olacaceae and Allies,
Apiaceae [Faune et Flore Tropicales, Volume 50]
James S Miller(Author), Zachary S Rogers(Author), Valéry Malécot(Author), Fátima
Sales(Author), Ian C Hedge(Author)
This new, English-language volume in the Flore de Madagascar et des Comores series is
published jointly by the Paris National Museum of Natural History and the lnstitut de
Recherche pour le Developpement (IRD, Volume 50 in their series Faune et...

443 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour ddistribution maps |
Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle

Flexibound #256912 2021 9782856539750 £69.99

Bizarre Edible Plants – Unknown Delicacies, Volume 1
Joseph Simcox(Author), Patrick Simcox(Author), Irina Stoenescu(Author), Yu Onochi(Author)
Joseph Simcox, the “Botanical Explorer”, and his team have been travelling the world for years
in search of edible wild plants. On more than 500 expeditions, he has explored more than 140
countries, tracking down, documenting, and eating...

176 pages | ~200 colour photos | Dominus-Verlag

Paperback #256919 2021 9783940879707 £64.99

Trees of Colorado
Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Learn to identify Colorado trees with this handy field guide, organized by leaf type and
attachment.With this famous field guide by award-winning author and naturalist Stan Tekiela,
you can make tree identification simple, informative, and...

168 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #256924 Jun-2022 9781647552671 £10.99

Trees of Missouri
Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Learn to identify Missouri trees with this handy field guide, organized by leaf type and
attachment.With this famous field guide by award-winning author and naturalist Stan Tekiela,
you can make tree identification simple, informative, and...

264 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #256925 Jun-2022 9781647552695 £10.99
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Trees of New York
Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Learn to identify New York trees with this handy field guide, organized by leaf type and
attachment.With this famous field guide by award-winning author and naturalist Stan Tekiela,
you can make tree identification simple, informative, and...

260 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #256926 May-2022 9781647552718 £10.99

Trees of Texas
Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Learn to identify Texas trees with this handy field guide, organized by leaf type and
attachment.With this famous field guide by award-winning author and naturalist Stan Tekiela,
you can make tree identification simple, informative, and productive....

384 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #256927 2022 9781647552190 £12.99

Planting Clues
How Plants Solve Crimes
David J Gibson(Author)
Discover the extraordinary role of plants in modern forensics, from their use as evidence in the
trials of high profile murderers such as Ted Bundy to high-value botanical trafficking and
poaching.We are all familiar with the role of blood splatters...

240 pages | 4 plates with colour photos; 10 b/w illustrations | Oxford
University Press

Hardback #256928 Aug-2022 9780198868606 £12.99

Trees of Arizona
Field Guide
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Learn to identify Arizona trees with this handy field guide, organized by leaf type and
attachment.With this famous field guide by award-winning author and naturalist Stan Tekiela,
you can make tree identification simple, informative, and productive....

288 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #256934 2021 9781647552176 £10.99

In the Name of Plants
From Attenborough to Washington, the People behind Plant Names
Sandra Knapp(Author)
The names of plants that are so familiar to us – Magnolia, Bougainvillea, Sequoia may just be
names, but behind the names lie stories of espionage and heroism, rivalry and mystery and
inspiration. In this lush and lively book, celebrated...

192 pages | colour illustrations | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #256955 Sep-2022 9780565095352 £19.99

Flora of Thailand, Volume 15, Part 1
Rubiaceae (Genera 1-45)
Kongkanda Chayamarit(Editor), Henrik Balslev(Editor), Christian Puff(Author), Voradol
Chamchumroon(Author), Hans-Joachim Esser(Author)
This family contains about 620 genera and 13,150 species with a cosmopolitan distribution,
but with most genera and species in humid tropical regions. Thailand is home to 104 and 524
species.Volume 15 will be divided into three parts and part one...

252 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; 39 b/w line drawings | Forest
Herbarium, Royal Forest Department

Paperback #256956 2021 9786163166715 £99.99

Diatoms and Chrysophytes – Unravelling Their Mysteries through Light and Electron
Microscopy
Richard M. Crawford - A Lifetime Dedicated to Microalgal Research on the Occasion of his
80th Birthday
Bánk Beszteri(Editor), Richard W Jordan(Editor)
This festschrift contains a collection of articles on the occasion of diatomist Richard M.
Crawford's 80th birthday.

314 pages | 12 plates with b/w photos, 672 b/w illustrations, 16 tables | J.
Cramer Verlag

Paperback #256966 2021 9783443510749 £125.00

100 Australian Wildflowers
Mel Baxter(Author)
100 Australian Wildflowers is a beautifully illustrated book that can be used as a handy field
and planting guide, as well as being a visual feast for the eyes.Through fanciful botanical
illustrations, matched with fun and detailed descriptions,...

232 pages | colour illustrations | Explore Australia

Paperback #256978 Jul-2022 9781741177817 £16.99

Indian Mangroves
A Photographic Field Identification Guide
P Ragavan(Author), TS Rana(Author), PM Mohan(Author), K Ravichandran K
Kathiresan(Author), Alok Saxena(Author), RSC Jayaraj(Author), T Mageswaran(Author)
India is one of the 17 mega biodiversity countries in the world. However, the taxonomic
inventory of Indian biota is far from complete. The goal of this publication is to identify and
describe the mangrove plant species of India. Towards these...

213 pages | colour photos | New India Publishing Agency

Hardback #256992 2021 9789390175994 £225.00

Bryophytes of Anamudi Shola National Park in the Western Ghats of Kerala, India
B Mufeed(Author), CN Manju(Author), KP Rajesh(Author)
The tropical montane forests or cloud forests are called Sholas in Southern India. These
forests, popularly known as the sky islands, are summits of biodiversity in the Western Ghats,
holding many unique plants and animals. This is the first of its...

458 pages | 160 plates with colour photos | Centre for Research in
Indigenous Knowledge, Science & Culture

Hardback #256993 2021 9788190343053 £140.00

A Glimpse into Orchids of Namsai
District of Arunachal Pradesh
Krishna Chowlu(Author)
The district Namsai of Arunachal Pradesh is an important part of the Himalayan Global
Biodiversity hot spot and is known for its natural beauty, also for rare and endemic species. It is
the foothill district of Arunachal Pradesh which was carved out...

182 pages | colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Paperback #257010 2022 9789393628534 £99.99

Tree-Spotting
A Simple Guide to Britain's Trees
Ros Bennett(Author), Nell Bennett(Author)
A beautifully illustrated guide to the marvellous and varied world of trees, and a fascinating
introduction to the hidden secrets of 52 British species.Botanist and ecologist Ros Bennett has
spent a lifetime helping people understand and identify...

256 pages | illustrations | Welbeck Publishing Group

Hardback #257035 Aug-2022 9781787398702 £14.99
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Mammals

Life, Death & Decay
The Science of Compost
Julian Doberski(Author)
Life, Death & Decay: The Science of Compost takes you on a journey into the underworld of
composting. Doberski explains the science of what goes on but also promotes interest in the
living organisms who provide the 'hard graft' of...

112 pages | 15 illustrations | The Pimpernel Press

Paperback #257051 Aug-2022 9781914902932 £9.99

Fundamentals of Plant Physiology
Lincoln Taiz(Author), Eduardo Zeiger(Author), Ian Max Møller(Author), Angus Murphy(Author)
Fundamentals of Plant Physiology is a distillation of the most important principles and
empirical findings of plant physiology. Intended for students seeking an accessible introduction
to the field, Fundamentals of Plant Physiology provides the...

648 pages | illustrations | Sinauer Associates

Paperback #257052 2018 9781605357904 £185.00

The Tree Book
The Stories, Science, and History of Trees
Bring trees to life as you've never seen before as The Tree Book invites you on an enchanting
and illustrated journey into the astonishingly diverse growth of woodland wildlife in the world
around us.Trees have been a part of human history from...

320 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Dorling Kindersley

Hardback #257069 2022 9780241487556 £29.99

Flore du Cameroun, Volume 44
Arecaceae – Palmae
Thomas LP Couvreur(Author), Terry CH Sunderland(Author), Lucy Smith(Illustrator)
Volume 44 covers the family Palmae.

138 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; b/w line drawings | Herbier
National

Paperback #257074 2022 £47.99

Strobilanthes in the Western Ghats, India
The Magnificent Role of Nature in Speciation
Jomy Augustine(Author)
The plant genus Strobilanthes is mostly composed of shrubs and is native to the humid Indo-
Malayan tropics. This group has very many fascinating special features: explosive speciation
within a rather limited area i.e. the Western Ghats; extremely...

152 pages | Malabar Natural History Society

Hardback #257078 2018 £125.00

A la Découverte des Orchidées des Charentes, du Poitou et de la Vendée [Discovering
the Orchids of Charentes, Poitou and Vendée]
Jean-Claude Guérin(Author), Jean-Michel Mathé(Author), André Merlet(Author)
Orchids are a fascinating plant family in more ways than one. Sixty-five wild species are
present in Poitou-Charentes and Vendée in southwestern France. They occupy a wide variety
of environments: limestone grasslands, meadows, forest edges,...

320 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps, tables | BIOTOPE

Paperback #257090 2021 9782366622546 £47.99

Carex de France: Manuel d'Identification de Terrain [Sedges of France: Manual to Field
Identification]
David Hamon(Author)
There are 122 species of sedges in France. These species occupy a very wide variety of
environments from alpine grasslands to coastal sands, passing through limestone hillsides,
forest environments, peat bogs and wetlands. Due to their well-marked...

390 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings, colour distribution maps |
BIOTOPE

Paperback #257097 Jun-2022 9782366622928 £54.99

Concise Flora of the British Isles
Clive A Stace(Author)
Clive Stace’s Concise Flora of the British Isles is an abridged yet comprehensive version of the
4th edition (2nd printing) of his New Flora of the British Isles (2021), offering the same
complete coverage and user-friendly features in a...

803 pages | b/w line drawings | C&M Floristics

Flexibound #257120 May-2022 9781399919609 £29.99

Bats of British Columbia
Cori L Lausen(Author), David W Nagorsen(Author), R Mark Brigham(Author), Jared
Hobbs(Photographer)
A full-colour, fully updated field guide to identifying British Columbia's bats, with new material
on acoustic identification.With more than 1,400 species worldwide, bats live on every continent
except Antarctica and in virtually every type of...

384 pages | colour photos | University of British Columbia Press

Paperback #257072 2022 9780772679932 £27.99

Smitten by Giraffe
My Life as a Citizen Scientist
Anne Innis Dagg(Author)
When Anne Innis saw her first giraffe at the age of three, she was smitten. She knew she had
to learn more about this marvelous animal. Twenty years later, now a trained zoologist, she set
off alone to Africa to study the behaviour of giraffe in the...

216 pages | McGill-Queens University Press

Paperback #256824 2021 9780228009177 £19.99
Hardback #231959 2016 9780773547995 £27.99

Wolf Conflicts
A Sociological Study
Ketil Skogen(Author), Olve Krange(Author), Helene Figari(Author)
Wolf populations have recently made a comeback in Northern Europe and North America.
These large carnivores can cause predictable conflicts by preying on livestock, and competing
with hunters for game. But their arrivals often become deeply embedded...

217 pages | 2 b/w illustrations | Berghahn Books Ltd

Paperback #256823 2021 9781800731783 £27.95
Hardback #233721 2017 9781785334207 £98.99

We Are All Whalers
The Plight of Whales and Our Responsibility
Michael J Moore(Author)
The image most of us have of whalers includes harpoons and intentional trauma. Yet eating
commercially caught seafood leads to whales ' entanglement and slow death in rope and nets,
and the global shipping routes that bring us readily available...

213 pages | 33 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | University of Chicago
Press

Paperback #256862 Sep-2022 9780226823997 £14.99
Hardback #253393 2021 9780226803043 £19.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Remembering Bears
Margot Raggett(Author)
Remembering Bears is the seventh book in the Remembering Wildlife fundraising series,
which has so far raised more than USD $1.2 million for conservation. The aim of the creators is
to make the most beautiful book ever seen on a species and use that...

144 pages | colour photos | Envisage Books

Hardback #256279 Oct-2022 9781999643362 £44.99

Small Carnivores
Evolution, Ecology, Behaviour and Conservation
Emmanuel Do Linh San(Editor), Jun J Sato(Editor), Jerrold L Belant(Editor), Michael J
Somers(Editor)
This book focuses on the 232 species of the mammalian Order Carnivora with an average
body mass of less than 21.5 kg. Small carnivores inhabit virtually all of the Earth's ecosystems,
adopting terrestrial, semi-fossorial, (semi-)arboreal or...

608 pages | illustrations | John Wiley & Sons

Hardback #256817 Aug-2022 9781118943281 £74.99

Leopard Diaries
The Rosette in India
Sanjay Gubbi(Author)
The leopard is perhaps one of the world's most beautiful creatures. The spots on its body are
even romantically called 'rosettes'. It is social but solitary, inconspicuous but significant in
numbers, large but elusive, and does not fit...

255 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; colour & b/w illustrations |
Westland Publications

Paperback #256851 1970 9789389152654 £16.99

On the Hunt for Medieval Whales
Zooarchaeological, Historical and Social Perspectives on Cetacean Exploitation in Medieval
Northern and Western Europe
Youri van den Hurk(Author)
Medieval cetacean (whales, dolphins, and porpoises) exploitation has frequently been
connected to various medieval societies, including the Basques, Norse, Normans, and
Flemish. Primarily for the ninth to the twelfth centuries AD, it has been argued...

256 pages | 90 colour & b/w illustrations, 8 tables | BAR Publishing

Paperback #256888 2020 9781407357201 £79.99

Bats
Their Biology and Behaviour
Tony Hutson(Author)
Tony Hutson illuminates the nocturnal world of bats and examines how they have adapted to
habitats in every corner of the world. Beginning with the fossil record and what it reveals about
their relationship to other mammals, Hutson discusses their...

colour photos | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #256902 May-2022 9780565095284 £16.99

The Badgers of Wytham Woods
A Model for Behaviour, Ecology, and Evolution
David W Macdonald(Author), Chris Newman(Author), John Krebs(Foreword By)
The badgers of Wytham Woods (Oxford, UK) have been studied continuously and intensively
by David Macdonald for almost 50 years (25 of them with his former student and co-author
Chris Newman), generating a wealth of data pertaining to every facet of...

576 pages | 272 colour photos and b/w illustrations | Oxford University
Press

Hardback #256905 Jun-2022 9780192845368 £94.99

Nonhuman Primate Welfare
From History, Science, and Ethics to Practice
Lauren M Robinson(Author), Alexander Weiss(Author)
This volume reviews the broad topic of welfare in nonhuman primates under human care.
Chapters detail the history of primates in captivity, ethical and legal issues surrounding the use
of nonhuman primates as entertainment or in research, the...

646 pages | 80 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256921 Jun-2022 9783030827076 £139.99

Primate Cognitive Studies
Bennett L Schwartz(Editor), Michael J Beran(Editor)
Researchers have studied non-human primate cognition along different paths, including social
cognition, planning and causal knowledge, spatial cognition and memory, and gestural
communication, as well as comparative studies with humans. This volume...

500 pages | illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #257054 Jul-2022 9781108845434 £99.99

A Naturalist’s Guide to the Snakes of Australia
Scott Eipper(Author), Tyese Eipper(Author)
The fully revised 2nd edition of this easy-to-use identification guide to all of Australia's 239
snake species and subspecies includes 6 new species, updated accounts for 20 species and
around 30 new photographs. The high-quality photographs from...

176 pages | 300 colour photos, 1 colour map | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #256872 Jun-2022 9781913679279 £12.99

Field Guide to Amphibians and Reptiles of Illinois
Christopher A Phillips(Author), John A Crawford(Author), Andrew R Kuhns(Author), Ronald A
Brandon(Foreword By)
The second edition of the Field Guide to Amphibians and Reptiles of Illinois offers up-to-date
information on the state's 102 species of frogs and toads, salamanders, turtles, lizards, and
snakes. Detailed descriptions by the authors include...

304 pages | 177 colour photos, 31 b/w illustrations, 100 colour
distribution maps, 1 table | University of Illinois Press

Paperback #256838 Jun-2022 9780252086342 £18.99

Herpetofauna of Punjab
The Field Guide
Jagbir Singh(Author), SK Dutta(Author), Harsimran Singh(Author)
This field guide is aimed at the identification and further study of amphibians and reptiles in the
Indian state of Punjab. The species accounts in this book cover more than 50 species of
amphibians and reptiles together. This herpetological work is...

colour photos | New Era International Publishers

Paperback #257080 2021 9788129002426 £94.99
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Rivers of Europe
Klement Tockner(Editor), Christiane Zarfl(Editor), Christopher T Robinson(Editor)
Rivers of Europe, second edition, presents the latest update on the only primary source of
complete and comparative baseline data on the biological and hydrological characteristics of
more than 180 of the highest-profile rivers in Europe. With even...

942 pages | colour photos, illustrations, tables | Elsevier

Paperback #257066 2021 9780081026120 £155.00

The Rivers of Montenegro
Vladimir Pešić(Editor), Momir Paunović(Editor), Andrey G Kostianoy(Editor)
This book reviews the current state of knowledge on, recent advances in, and future prospects
of Montenegrin river basins in the context of anthropogenic activities. Edited by three respected
experts in the field, The Rivers of Montenegro begins with...

301 pages | 82 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256923 2021 9783030557140 £279.99
Hardback #253559 2020 9783030557119 £279.99

The Remarkable Reefs of Cuba
Hopeful Stories from the Ocean Doctor
David E Guggenheim(Author)
Since 1970, the Caribbean has lost half of its coral reefs, an ominous and accelerating
phenomenon that extends around the world. Today's remaining coral reefs – still a source of
endless discovery and mystery for scientists – are at...

224 pages | Prometheus Books

Hardback #254299 Oct-2022 9781633887800 £22.50

An Atlas of Illinois Fishes
150 Years of Change
Brian A Metzke(Author), Brooks M Burr(Author), Leon C Hinz, Jr.(Author), Lawrence M
Page(Author), Christopher A Taylor(Author)
Lake Michigan, winding creeks, sprawling swamps, and one of the world's great rivers –
Illinois's variety of aquatic habitats makes the Prairie State home to a diverse array of fishes.
The first book of its kind in over forty years, An...

424 pages | 259 colour photos, 8 illustrations, 227 colour distribution
maps, 3 tables | University of Illinois Press

Hardback #256837 Jun-2022 9780252044144 £39.99

Handbook of Marine Model Organisms in Experimental Biology
Established and Emerging
Agnès Boutet(Editor), Bernd Schierwater(Editor)
The importance of molecular approaches for comparative biology and the rapid development of
new molecular tools is unprecedented. The extraordinary molecular progress belies the need
for understanding the development and basic biology of whole...

485 pages | 74 colour & 62 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #256887 2021 9780367444471 £188.00

Wild Seas
Thomas P Peschak(Author)
One of Nat Geo's most popular nature photographers shares 200 breathtaking images – and
the stories behind them – from a wide swath of wild ocean locales around the globe. From
whales plying the waters of Baja California to manta ray...

272 pages | colour photos | National Geographic Society

Hardback #256891 2022 9781426221934 £34.99

Estuarine Acidification
Exploring the Situation of Mangrove Dominated Indian Sundarban Estuaries
Abhijit Mitra(Author), Sufia Zaman(Author)
This book provides a cross-sectoral, multi-disciplinary assessment of different problems
associated with estuarine acidification with a special thrust on mangrove dominated Indian
Sundarban estuaries. The arms of ocean acidification have extended to...

402 pages | 308 colour & 22 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256918 2021 9783030847913 £149.99

River Health and Ecology in South Asia
Pollution, Restoration, and Conservation
Bidhan Chandra Patra(Author), Pravat Kumar Shit(Author), Gouri Sankar Bhunia(Author),
Manojit Bhattacharya(Author)
This volume reviews recent hydrological and environmental issues resulting from human-
induced water pollution practices while providing case studies on the physical, chemical, and
eco-biological techniques used to mitigate the impacts of river...

420 pages | 107 colour & 11 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256940 2021 9783030835521 £119.99

Shogakukan no Zukan neo Shinkai Seibutsu [NEO Deep Sea Biological Encyclopedia]
Fujiwara Yoshihiro(Author)
Even in modern times, the deep sea world still has many mysteries. More than 530 species of
deep-sea creatures are threatened or rare including deep sea-dwelling giant isopods, the
goblin shark, the aquarium's popular giant isopod, and the...

183 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations; includes DVD |
Shōgakukan

Paperback #257002 2021 9784092172265 £49.99

Shinkai: Kyokugen no Sekai Seimei to Chikyu no Nazo ni Semaru [Deep Sea: An
Extreme World and the Mystery of Life on Earth]
Fujikura Katsunori(Author), Kimura Junichi(Author)
Researchers of the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC)
research one of the harshest environments on this planet: the deep sea. The sea, which
occupies 70% of the surface area of the earth, is indispensable for...

288 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Kodansha

Paperback #257014 2019 9784065160428 £32.99

Shark
Why We Need to Save the World’s Most Misunderstood Predator
Paul de Gelder(Author)
From shark attack survivor to the shark's biggest advocate, Paul de Gelder tells us just why
these majestic diverse animals need our help as much as we need them.Something happens
to you the first time you dive with sharks…We have a...

240 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | William Collins (HarperCollins
imprint)

Hardback #257018 Jul-2022 9780008529666 £16.99

Advances in Marine Biology, Volume 90: The Oceanography of the Eastern English
Channel
Past, Present and Future
Charles RC Sheppard(Editor)
The Oceanography of the Eastern English Channel: Past, Present and Future, volume 90 in
the Advances in Marine Biology series, is the latest release in a series that has been providing
in-depth and up-to-date reviews on all aspects of marine biology...

92 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #257067 2021 9780128215272 £210.00
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Evolutionary Biology

Ecology

The Human Lineage
Matt Cartmill(Author), Fred H Smith(Author)
The newly revised and thoroughly updated standard source for mastering the human fossil
record.This new edition of The Human Lineage is the best and most current guide to the
morphological, geological, paleontological, and archaeological evidence for...

640 pages | b/w illustrations, tables | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #257021 Sep-2022 9781119086703 £110.00

The Neanderthals Rediscovered
How A Scientific Revolution Is Rewriting Their Story
Dimitra Papagianni(Author), Michael A Morse(Author)
There is a little Neanderthal in all of us. Although they have been extinct for 40,000 years, our
genetic inheritance means that they are not entirely gone. Since the publication of the first
Neanderthal genome in 2010, our understanding of the...

256 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; b/w photos, b/w illustrations
and b/w maps | Thames & Hudson

Paperback #256877 2022 9780500296400 £12.99

The Major Metaphors of Evolution
Darwinism Then and Now
Salvatore J Agosta(Author), Daniel R Brooks(Author)
This book presents a unified evolutionary framework based on three sets of metaphors that will
help to consolidate discussions on evolutionary transitions.Evolution is the unifying principle of
life, making identifying ways to apply evolutionary...

273 pages | 33 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256898 2021 9783030520885 £149.99
Hardback #253578 2020 9783030520854 £149.99

Early Life on Earth
Evolution, Diversification, and Interactions
Kenichiro Sugitani(Author)
Early Life on Earth comprehensively explores the early evolution of life and the Archean
environment. Topics include the differences between prokaryotes and eukaryotes, variations in
metabolisms, concepts of ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles...

354 pages | 70 colour & 130 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #256841 2022 9780367425647 £150.00

From Signal to Symbol
The Evolution of Language
Ronald J Planer(Author), Kim Sterelny(Author)
A novel account of the evolution of language and the cognitive capacities on which language
depends.In From Signal to Symbol, Ronald Planer and Kim Sterelny propose a novel theory of
language: that modern language is the product of a long series of...

296 pages | MIT Press

Hardback #256895 2021 9780262045971 £29.99

Evolution and Speciation in Animals
TJ Pandian(Author)
This book represents the first attempt to quantify environmental factors and life-history traits
that accelerate or decelerate species diversity in animals. About 15%, 8% and 77% of species
are distributed in marine (70% of earth's surface),...

346 pages | 58 b/w illustrations, 88 tables | CRC Press

Hardback #256952 2021 9781032009193 £140.00

The Evolution of Multicellularity
Matthew D Herron(Editor), Peter L Conlin(Editor), William C Ratcliff(Editor)
Among the most important innovations in the history of life is the transition from single-celled
organisms to more complex, multicellular organisms. Multicellularity has evolved repeatedly
across the tree of life, resulting in the evolution of new...

388 pages | 44 colour & 11 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #256969 May-2022 9780367356965 £170.00

Zetsumetsu Ugokumonozukan Chikyu Kara Kieta Ikimono-Tachi [Lost Animals: The
Story of Extinct, Endangered and Rediscovered Species]
John Whitfield(Author)
Documenting the species that have emerged, disappeared and been reborn over the millennia
since the Cambrian Explosion, Lost Animals is the story of life on Earth.Over 520 million years
ago, all the major animal groups – molluscs, worms,...

224 pages | 200 colour & b/w photos and colour illustrations | Nikkei
National Geographic Company

Hardback #257006 2021 9784863134980 £59.99

The Evolution of Agency
Behavioral Organization from Lizards to Humans
Michael Tomasello(Author)
A leading developmental psychologist proposes an evolutionary pathway to human
psychological agency.Nature cannot build organisms biologically prepared for every
contingency they might possibly encounter. Instead, Nature builds some organisms to...

176 pages | MIT Press

Hardback #257040 Sep-2022 9780262047005 £25.99

The Individual in the Animal Kingdom
Julian S Huxley(Author), Richard Gawne(Foreword By), Jacobus J Boomsma(Foreword By)
Julian Huxley's The Individual in the Animal Kingdom, published in 1912, is a concise and
groundbreaking work that is almost entirely unknown today. In it, Huxley analyzes the
evolutionary advances in life's organizational complexity,...

192 pages | 18 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #257057 2022 9780262045377 £21.99

Methods in Ecoacoustics
The Acoustic Complexity Indices
Almo Farina(Author), Peng Li(Author)
This book represents an introduction to ecoacoustics theory, to the application of the Acoustic
Complexity Indices (ACIs) to acoustic surveys, and to the use of innovative software to process
acoustic data. It enables readers to comprehend the main...

127 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #256899 2022 9783030821760 £109.99
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Earth System Sciences

Applied Ecology
How Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Shape Our Planet
Jan Frouz(Author), Jaroslava Frouzová(Author)
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to basic ecological and biological principles
underlying modern agriculture, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture, and explains how these
principles are used to increase the production of food and other...

414 pages | 88 colour & 66 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256938 2021 9783030832247 £109.99

Soil Grown Tall
The Epic Saga of Life from Earth
Gregory J Retallack(Author)
This book is designed as an easy night's read and introduction to fossil soils and the relatively
new disciplines of palaeopedology and astropedology. It includes line art and colour
illustrations to visualize the topic for the informed layperson...

275 pages | 32 colour & 70 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256989 2022 9783030887384 £27.99

Minerals & Gemstones of Southern Africa
Bruce Cairncross(Author)
Southern Africa has some of the most ancient rocks on Earth and is home to many spectacular
and important minerals and gemstones. Minerals & Gemstones of Southern Africa documents
the interesting and relevant mineral occurrences in South Africa,...

296 pages | colour photos | Penguin Random House South Africa

Paperback #257049 Aug-2022 9781775847533 £19.99

Volcanoes
Global Perspectives
John P Lockwood(Author), Richard W Hazlett(Author), Servando de la Cruz-Reyna(Author)
Since the publication of the first edition of Volcanoes in 2010, our world of volcanology has
changed in exciting ways. Volcanoes have continued to erupt (some 61 eruptions with VEI
magnitudes greater than 3 have taken place since 2010), and in this...

512 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | John
Wiley & Sons

Paperback #256816 Jul-2022 9781119478850 £69.99

Volcanology
Processes, Deposits, Geology and Resources
Ray Cas(Author), Guido Giordano(Author), John V Wright(Author)
Volcanology: Processes, Deposits, Geology and Resources is a substantially updated, revised
and extended version of the book Volcanic Successions, published by Cas and Wright back in
1987. Divided into six major sections, it offers comprehensive...

680 pages | 600 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #244975 Oct-2022 9783319666129 £87.99

Future Forests
Adaptation to Climate Change
John A Stanturf(Author)
Future Forests: Adaptation to Climate Change provides background on forests as natural and
social systems, the current distribution and dynamics based on major biomes that set the stage
for chapters on the role of forests in global systems, the...

280 pages | 50 colour & 100 b/w illustrations | Elsevier

Paperback #256508 Oct-2022 9780323904308 £123.00

Water and the Rainforest in Malaysian Borneo
Hydrological Research at the Danum Valley Field Studies Center
Ian Douglas(Author)
This volume synthesizes and analyzes thirty years of hydrological research in the Danum
Valley Conservation Area, a lowland dipterocarp rainforest in Sabah, Malaysia. Ian Douglas
explores the role of water in the rainforest ecosystem, setting out the...

362 pages | 102 colour & 58 b/w illustrations, 60 tables | Springer Nature

Hardback #256930 2021 9783030915421 £139.99

The Ocean and Cryosphere in a Changing Climate
Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the leading international body for
assessing the science related to climate change. It provides policymakers with regular
assessments of the scientific basis of human-induced climate change, its...

755 pages | colour illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #256933 May-2022 9781009157971 £74.99

Geology and Landscapes of the Eastern Pyrenees
A Field Guide with Excursions
Marc Calvet(Author), Magali A Delmas(Author), Yanni Gunnell(Author), Bernard
Laumonier(Author)
This book provides a synthesis of the physiography and geodynamics of the entire Pyrenean
orogen and its foreland basins, providing the "big picture" (structure of the orogen and
chronology of its formation, overview of its post-orogenic...

606 pages | 274 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256937 Jul-2022 9783030842659 £29.99

Air, Water, Earth, Fire
How the System Earth Works
Angelo Peccerillo(Author)
Air, Water, Earth, Fire describes the structure, composition and evolution of the Earth, the main
geological processes occurring on it, and how some crucial environmental matters that are
amply debated in the media (e.g. pollution, greenhouse effect)...

223 pages | 58 colour & 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Hardback #256941 2021 9783030780128 £24.99

Exploring Geology on the Island of Oahu
A Field Guide to Important Geological Locations
Michael Knight(Author)
This geology field guide provides an easy to understand overview of the most relevant and up
to date information on how the island of O'ahu formed. It is a rich and engaging tour through
the geological story of O'ahu while exploring many off...

386 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Knight Enterprises

Paperback #256959 2021 9781639019601 £69.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

Active Volcanoes of China
J Xu(Editor), Clive Oppenheimer(Editor), J Hammond(Editor), H Wei(Editor)
China is home to more than a dozen volcanoes that have erupted during the Holocene. Recent
activity, such as the eruption of Ashikule in 1951 and the unrest of Changbaishan during
2002–05, highlights the potential for future volcanic unrest and...

320 pages | illustrations | Geological Society

Hardback #256961 2021 9781786205407 £170.00

The Carboniferous Timescale
SG Lucas(Editor), JW Schneider(Editor), X Wang(Editor), S Nikolaeva(Editor)
The Carboniferous was the time of the assembly of Pangaea by the collision of the Gondwanan
and Larussian supercontinents, and the principal interval of the late Paleozoic ice ages. These
tectonic and climatic events caused dramatic sea-level...

illustrations | Geological Society

Hardback #256964 2022 9781786205421 £320.00

Key Questions in Hydrology and Watershed Management
A Study and Revision Guide
Leon Bren(Author), Patrick Lane(Author)
This book provides a series of exercises of various types covering matters of hydrology and
watershed management. The exercises include true/false questions, multiple-choice questions,
and numeric, graphical, and analytical exercises. The questions...

232 pages | CABI Publishing

Paperback #256991 2021 9781789249682 £19.99

Our Future Below
The Game-Changing Science of Ocean Exploration
Vincent Pieribone(Author)
A 360° look at the bold exploration mission piloted by leading scientists, prominent storytellers,
and cutting-edge marine technology aboard the OceanXplorer vessel to unlock the secrets
hiding in our ocean's vast ecosystem and bring...

224 pages | colour photos | Insight Editions

Hardback #257027 Jul-2022 9781647225414 £39.99

Coccolithophores
Cenozoic Discoasterales – Biology, Taxonomy, Stratigraphy
Marie-Pierre Aubry(Author)
Palaeobiology is arguably the next frontier in micropalaeontology, and no one group may have
more impact on the global environment with a more enigmatic life history than the tiny
coccolithophores, whose countless calcitic skeletons are a...

460 pages | illustrations | Society for Sedimentary Geology

Hardback #257050 2021 9781565763777 £250.00

Earth's Core
Geophysics of a Planet's Deepest Interior
Vernon F Cormier(Author), Michael I Bergman(Author), Peter L Olson(Author)
Earth's Core: Geophysics of a Planet's Deepest Interior provides a multidisciplinary approach
to Earth's core, including seismology, mineral physics, geomagnetism, and geodynamics. The
book examines current observations, experiments, and...

324 pages | illustrations | Elsevier

Paperback #257062 2021 9780128114001 £110.00

Planetary Volcanism across the Solar System
Tracy KP Gregg(Editor), Rosaly MC Lopes(Editor), Sarah A Fagents(Editor)
Planetary Volcanism across the Solar System compares and contrasts the vast array of
planetary bodies in the Solar System, including Earth. The wealth of spacecraft data for almost
all major solid-surface bodies in the Solar System indicate that...

354 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #257063 2021 9780128139875 £118.00

Planetary Tectonism across the Solar System
Christian Klimczak(Editor), Geoffrey C Collins(Editor), Paul K Byrne(Editor)
Planetary Tectonism across the Solar System addresses key questions surrounding planetary
tectonism, such our understanding of the global contraction of Mercury, the formation of giant
rift zones on Saturn's icy moons, or the tesserated terrain...

400 pages | illustrations | Elsevier

Paperback #257064 Nov-2022 9780128160923 £118.00

Stratigraphy & Timescales, Volume 6
Calcareous Nannofossil Biostratigraphy
Michael Montenari(Editor)
Calcareous Nannofossil Biostratigraphy, volume six in the Stratigraphy & Timescales series
covers research in stratigraphic disciplines, including the most recent developments in the
geosciences. This fully commissioned review publication aims to...

482 pages | Academic Press

Hardback #257073 2021 9780128246245 £157.00

Evolving Approaches to Managing Marine Recreational Fisheries
Donald R Leal(Editor), Vishwanie Maharaj(Editor)
Each year, thirteen million anglers enjoy the sport of saltwater angling in the United States,
generating an estimated $30 billion in sales and supporting nearly 350,000 jobs. Recreational
saltwater fishing, however, can significantly impact species...

262 pages | Lexington Books

Paperback #257108 2008 9780739128039 £37.99
Hardback #257107 2009 9780739128022 £87.99

The Law of the Sea
Robin R Churchill(Author), A Vaughan Lowe(Author), Amy Sander(Author)
For nearly forty years, The law of the sea has been regarded as an authoritative and standard
work on the subject, combining detailed analysis and relevant, practical examples with a clear
and engaging style. Completely revised and updated, this new...

968 pages | tables | Manchester University Press

Paperback #256832 2022 9780719079689 £59.99
Hardback #256831 May-2022 9781526164803 £120.00

Collins Food for Free
Richard Mabey(Author)
This fully updated special edition of the classic complete guide to the edible species that grow
around us includes a new foreword from the author and a plate section with identification
guides for all major species.Originally published in 1972,...

336 pages | colour illustrations | HarperCollins

Paperback #165737 2007 9780007247684 £12.99
Hardback #256962 Sep-2022 9780008543105 £21.99
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Banana Cultures
Agriculture, Consumption, and Environmental Change in Honduras and the United States
John Soluri(Author)
Bananas, the most frequently consumed fresh fruit in the United States, have been linked to
Miss Chiquita and Carmen Miranda, "banana republics", and Banana Republic clothing stores
– everything from exotic kitsch, to Third World...

368 pages | University of Texas Press

Paperback #256880 2021 9781477322802 £22.99

Handbook of Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation (5-Volume Set)
Maximilian Lackner(Editor), Baharak Sajjadi(Editor), Wei-Yin Chen(Editor)
Now in its 3rd edition, this extensively revised and significantly expanded handbook addresses
important new research findings and the global need for action.There is a growing consensus
that anthropogenic activities have been driving global climate...

3895 pages | 835 colour & 253 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256981 Jun-2022 9783030725785 £1099.99

Deep Adaptation
Navigating the Realities of Climate Chaos
Jem Bendell(Editor), Rupert Read(Editor)
'Deep adaptation' refers to the personal and collective changes that might help us to prepare
for – and live with – a climate-influenced breakdown or collapse of our societies. It is a
framework for responding to the terrifying...

224 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #256822 2021 9781509546848 £14.99
Hardback #256821 2021 9781509546831 £54.99

Our Plastic Problem and How to Solve It
Sarah J Morath(Author)
Plastic pollution is a global problem that defies a singular solution. Our Plastic Problem and
How to Solve It considers plastic's harm to the environment, from its production to its disposal,
and offers a spectrum of solutions that require...

220 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #256826 2022 9781108795371 £18.99
Hardback #256827 2022 9781108841801 £54.99

Ways Out of the Climate Catastrophe
Ingredients for a Sustainable Energy and Climate Policy
Lars Jaeger(Author)
Floods, species extinction, migration, droughts, super tornadoes – climate change is no longer
a threat looming on the horizon but has long since become part of our everyday lives. Limiting
the emerging and worsening climate changes is one of...

256 pages | 3 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #256842 2021 9783030851316 £24.99

Why You Should Give a F*ck About Farming
Because You Eat
Gabrielle Chan(Author)
There is no farmers and others. If you eat or wear clothes, the decisions you make influence
farming.'Eaters will be the ultimate arbiter of where and how food is grown and how the land is
cared for … We all have a stake in the future of...

320 pages | Vintage Australia

Paperback #256883 2021 9781760899332 £37.99

The Climate Book
Greta Thunberg(Author)
Greta Thunberg's speeches shook the world. With The Climate Book, she has created an
essential tool for everyone who wants to help save it.It seems like an impossible task: secure a
safe future for life on Earth, acting at a scale and speed that...

464 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #256901 Oct-2022 9780241547472 £29.95

Decarbonising Economies
Harriet Bulkeley(Author), Johannes Stripple(Author), Lars J Nilsson(Author), Bregje van
Veelen(Author), Agni Kalfagianni(Author), Fredric Bauer(Author), Mariësse van
Sluisveld(Author)
Based on an interdisciplinary investigation of future visions, scenarios, and case-studies of low
carbon innovation taking place across economic domains, Decarbonising Economies analyses
the ways in which questions of agency, power, geography and...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #256906 2022 9781108928748 £14.99

Changing Our Ways
Behaviour Change and the Climate Crisis
Peter Newell(Author), Freddie Daley(Author), Michelle Twena(Author)
In this Element, the authors develop an account of the role of behaviour change that is more
political and social by bringing questions of power and social justice to the heart of their
enquiry in order to appreciate how questions of responsibility...

97 pages | b/w illustrations, tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #256907 2022 9781009108492 £14.99

Global Warming of 1.5°C
IPCC Special Report on Impacts of Global Warming of 1.5°C above Pre-Industrial Levels in
Context of Strengthening Response to Climate Change, Sustainable Development, and Efforts
to Eradicate Poverty
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)(Author)
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the leading international body for
assessing the science related to climate change. It provides regular assessments of the
scientific basis of climate change, its impacts and future risks, and...

630 pages | colour illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #256932 Jun-2022 9781009157957 £74.99

Who Really Makes Environmental Policy?
Creating and Implementing Environmental Rules and Regulations
Sara R Rinfret(Editor)
The United States Congress appears to be in perpetual gridlock on environmental policy, notes
Sara Rinfret, editor of the significant collection, Who Really Makes Environmental Policy? As
she and her contributors explain, however, most environmental...

226 pages | Temple University Press

Paperback #256949 2021 9781439920190 £22.99
Hardback #256948 2021 9781439920183 £82.99

The Playbook
How to Deny Science, Sell Lies, and Make a Killing in the Corporate World
Jennifer Jacquet(Author)
Knowledge is power. Which is why the rich and powerful don't want you to have it.The
Playbook is an exposé of the extraordinary lengths that corporations will go to in order to
spread disinformation and deny the scientific facts –...

240 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #256968 Jun-2022 9780241241677 £16.99
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History & Other Humanities

The Fossil-Fuelled Climate Crisis
Foresight or Discounting Danger?
Raymond Murphy(Author)
This book analyses the threat posed by the continued use of fossil fuels. By utilizing Elizabeth
Shove's social practices approach and Murphy's own social closure framework, The Fossil-
Fuelled Climate Crisis examines the accelerating...

397 pages | 6 colour & 1 b/w illustration | Palgrave

Paperback #256980 2021 9783030533274 £89.99
Hardback #256979 2020 9783030533243 £89.99

Beyond Recycling
Paul Micklethwaite(Author), Maria Marinovic(Illustrator)
Beyond Recycling critically explores unasked questions around recycling and its prominent
position in contemporary thinking about sustainability. It examines and challenges assumptions
about why we appear to have so wholeheartedly committed to...

157 pages | 40 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #257017 2021 9780367903879 £21.99
Hardback #257016 2021 9780367903886 £69.99

Land Healer
How Farming Can Save Britain's Countryside
Jake Fiennes(Author)
Our relationship with our land is broken: we must heal it.Jake Fiennes is on a mission to
change the face of the English countryside. As Conservation Manager at Holkham in Norfolk,
one of the country's largest historic country estates, his...

352 pages | BBC Books

Hardback #257068 Jun-2022 9781785947308 £19.99

The Beast Within
Animals in the Middle Ages
Joyce E Salisbury(Author)
The third edition of The Beast Within has been updated throughout to include current
scholarship, new discussion of definitions, and fresh perspectives on critical animal theory that
places animals, rather than humans, at the center of the...

234 pages | 16 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #256976 2022 9781032149493 £32.99
Hardback #256975 2022 9781032149486 £120.00

James Hutton
The Founder of Modern Geology
Alan McKirdy(Author), Colin D Campbell(Foreword By), Rebekah Widdowfield(Foreword By),
TC Smout(Foreword By)
Thoroughly revised and expanded from the 2012 edition (twice the length, almost double the
number of pictures) this book pays tribute to one of the world's first environmentalists, a man
ahead of his time. James Hutton (1726-1797) developed a...

159 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations | NMSE
Publishing

Paperback #257036 2022 9781910682449 £14.99

Life is Simple
How Occam's Razor Set Science Free And Unlocked the Universe
JohnJoe McFadden(Author)
Life is Simple tells the remarkable story of how a thirteenth-century monk's search for simplicity
led to the emergence of the modern world.We begin in the turbulent times of the medieval friar,
William of Occam, who first articulated the...

384 pages | Basic Books

Paperback #257116 Jul-2022 9781529364958 £12.99
Hardback #257115 2021 9781529364934 £24.99

Arctic Environmental Modernities
From the Age of Polar Exploration to the Era of the Anthropocene
Lill-Ann Körber(Editor), Scott MacKenzie(Editor), Anna Westerståhl Stenport(Editor)
Arctic Environmental Modernities offers a diverse and groundbreaking account of the
intersections between modernities and environments in the circumpolar global North,
foregrounding the Arctic as a critical space of modernity, where the past,...

273 pages | 22 colour & 2 b/w photos and illustrations, tables | Palgrave

Paperback #257093 2018 9783319818214 £24.99
Hardback #237192 2017 9783319391151 £99.99

Scorched Earth
Environmental Warfare as a Crime against Humanity and Nature
Emmanuel Kreike(Author)
The environmental infrastructure that sustains human societies has been a target and
instrument of war for centuries, resulting in famine and disease, displaced populations, and the
devastation of people's livelihoods and ways of life. Scorched...

523 pages | 10 b/w illustrations, 10 b/w maps | Princeton University
Press

Paperback #256998 Oct-2022 9780691200125 £24.99
Hardback #251009 2021 9780691137421 £29.99

How to Talk to a Science Denier
Conversations with Flat Earthers, Climate Deniers, and Others Who Defy Reason
Lee McIntyre(Author)
"Climate change is a hoax – and so is coronavirus." "Vaccines are bad for you." These days,
many of our fellow citizens reject scientific expertise and prefer ideology to facts. They are not
merely uninformed – they...

264 pages | MIT Press

Paperback #257047 Aug-2022 9780262545051 £15.99
Hardback #253939 2021 9780262046107 £19.99

Utopianism for a Dying Planet
Life after Consumerism
Gregory Claeys(Author)
In the face of Earth's environmental breakdown, it is clear that technological innovation alone
won't save our planet. A more radical approach is required, one that involves profound changes
in individual and collective behaviour. Utopianism...

608 pages | Princeton University Press

Hardback #255692 Oct-2022 9780691170046 £29.99

An Intimate History of Evolution
The Huxleys in Nature and Culture
Alison Bashford(Author)
In his early twenties, poor, racked with depression, becalmed in the Coral Sea on the
seemingly endless survey mission of HMS Rattlesnake, hopelessly in love with Henrietta
Heathorn, a young Englishwoman in Sydney, Thomas Henry Huxley was a nobody....

480 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #255992 Oct-2022 9780241434321 £24.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Antarctica
A History in 100 Objects
Jean de Pomereu(Author), Daniella McCahey(Author)
This stunning and powerfully relevant book tells the history of Antarctica through 100 varied
and fascinating objects drawn from collections around the world.Retracing the history of
Antarctica through 100 varied and fascinating objects drawn from...

224 pages | colour photos | Conway Maritime Press

Hardback #256512 Oct-2022 9781844866212 £19.99

Modern British Nature Writing, 1789–2020
Land Lines
Will Abberley(Author), Christina Alt(Author), David Higgins(Author), Graham Huggan(Author),
Pippa Marland(Author)
Why do we speak so much of nature today when there is so little of it left? Prompted by this
question, this study offers the first full-length exploration of modern British nature writing, from
the late eighteenth century to the present. Focusing on...

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #256849 2022 9781107191327 £74.99

Ways of Being
Beyond Human Intelligence
James Bridle(Author)
Recent years have seen rapid advances in 'artificial' intelligence, which increasingly appears to
be something stranger than we ever imagined. At the same time, we are becoming more aware
of the other intelligences which have been with us all...

384 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #256908 2022 9780241469651 £19.99

Katrina
A History, 1915–2015
Andy Horowitz(Author)
Hurricane Katrina made landfall in New Orleans on August 29, 2005, but the decisions that
caused the disaster can be traced back almost a full century. After the city weathered a major
hurricane in 1915, its Sewerage and Water Board believed that...

296 pages | 28 photos, 2 b/w maps | Harvard University Press

Paperback #256971 May-2022 9780674271074 £14.95
Hardback #256970 2020 9780674971714 £28.95

Animal as Machine
The Quest to Understand How Animals Work and Adapt
Michel Anctil(Author)
Through the ages natural historians have puzzled over how animals work, wavering between a
vitalist belief in a soul animating bodily functions and a mechanistic outlook in which animal
body parts are seen as pieces of organic machinery.Animal as...

344 pages | 30 b/w photos | McGill-Queens University Press

Hardback #256987 2022 9780228010531 £34.50

Dialogues on the Beauty of Nature and Moral Reflections on Certain Topics of Natural
History
Johann Georg Sulzer(Author), Eric Miller(Translated by)
Swiss critic Johann Georg Sulzer's Dialogues on the Beauty of Nature (1750) and Reflections
on Certain Topics of Natural History (1745) are exemplary specimens of eighteenth-century
European theology, philosophy, natural history, and aesthetics....

148 pages | University Press of America

Paperback #257087 2005 9780761830863 £38.99

Interpreting the Environment at Museums and Historic Sites
Debra A Reid(Author), David D Vail(Author), John CF Luzader(Foreword By)
Interpreting the Environment at Museums and Historic Sites is for anyone who wants to better
understand the environment that surrounds us and sustains us, who wants to become a better
steward of that environment, and who wants to share lessons...

226 pages | Rowman & Littlefield

Paperback #257114 2019 9781538115497 £33.99
Hardback #257113 2019 9781538115480 £76.99

An Introduction to Behavioral Endocrinology
Randy J Nelson(Author), Lance J Kriegsfeld(Author)
The market-leading text, An Introduction to Behavioral Endocrinology, sixth edition provides an
updated, integrated presentation of the study of hormone-behaviour-brain interactions.
Maintaining a comparative approach, the text explores the endocrine...

828 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press USA

Hardback #257058 Jul-2022 9780197542750 £108.99

Viruses: A Very Short Introduction
Dorothy H Crawford(Author)
Viruses are everywhere, and as the COVID-19 pandemic has shown, cannot be ignored. From
their discovery to the unravelling of their intricate structures, this Very Short Introduction
provides a rounded and concise account of the nature of viruses,...

160 pages | 19 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #256985 Oct-2022 9780192865069 £8.99
Paperback #237347 2018 9780198811718 £8.99

Sekaiichi no Kyodai Seibutsu [Nature's Giants]
Graeme D Ruxton(Author), Hinata Yayoi(Translated by)
The past and present giants of our world – dinosaurs, whales, and even trees – are a source of
unending fascination, and their sheer scale is awe-inspiring. Size is integral to the way that
organisms experience the world: a puddle that a...

224 pages | 350 colour photos and colour illustrations | Ekusunarejji

Hardback #257008 2020 9784767827100 £64.99

Pathogenic Coronaviruses of Humans and Animals
SARS, MERS, COVID-19, and Animal Coronaviruses with Zoonotic Potential
Lisa A Beltz(Author)
Pathogenic Coronaviruses of Humans and Animals provides relevant information about human
coronaviruses including SARS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2, MERS-CoV, and other more common
human coronaviruses that may mutate in a way that increases their virulence. The...

350 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Paperback #256506 Oct-2022 9780323988094 £115.00

Sentience
The Invention of Consciousness
Nicholas Humphrey(Author)
We feel therefore we are. Conscious sensations ground our sense of self. They are essential to
our idea of ourselves as psychic beings: present, existent, and mattering. But is it only humans
who feel this way? Do other animals? Will future machines?...

256 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #256689 Oct-2022 9780198858539 £16.99
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Palaeontology

Evolution of Learning and Memory Mechanisms
Mark A Krause(Editor), Karen L Hollis(Editor), Mauricio R Papini(Editor)
Evolution of Learning and Memory Mechanisms is an exploration of laboratory and field
research on the many ways that evolution has influenced learning and memory processes,
such as associative learning, social learning, and spatial, working, and...

400 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #256834 May-2022 9781108738316 £29.99
Hardback #256833 May-2022 9781108487993 £89.99

Viruses
Intimate Invaders
Van G Wilson(Author)
This book guides readers through the fascinating world of viruses and makes them enjoy
science in an accessible way. Virologist and author Professor Van Wilson imparts knowledge
about what viruses are, how they work, and how much they impact life on...

341 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Springer Nature

Paperback #256844 2022 9783030854867 £17.99

Animal Behaviour
An Evolutionary Perspective
Peter M Kappeler(Author)
Animal Behaviour: An Evolutionary Perspective presents all basic principles of animal
behaviour in a clear and concise manner and illustrates them with up-to-date examples.
Emphasis is placed on behavioural biology as an integrative discipline of...

410 pages | 251 colour illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256909 2021 9783030828783 £69.99

Coronaviruses
Methods and Protocols
Helena J Maier(Editor), Erica Bickerton(Editor)
This detailed new edition provides a comprehensive collection of protocols applicable to all
members of the Coronavirinae sub-family that are also transferrable to other fields of virology.
Beginning with a section on detection, discovery, and...

278 pages | 25 colour & 16 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256916 2021 9781071609026 £109.99

Role of Birds in Transmitting Zoonotic Pathogens
Yashpal Singh Malik(Author), Arockiasamy Arun Prince Milton(Author), Sandeep
Ghatak(Author), Souvik Ghosh(Author)
Zoonotic diseases pose a serious threat to global health and the economy. Domestic and wild
birds play crucial roles in the transmission and spread of important zoonotic pathogens, with
significant implications for human and avian health. Although...

276 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #256917 2021 9789811645532 £119.99

Microbiology of Hot Deserts
Jean-Baptiste Ramond(Editor), Don A Cowan(Editor)
This book covers the wider aspects of the microbiology of hot desert soil ecosystems,
compiling disparate information from a range of relevant desert soil microbial fields.The reader
learns about the microbial ecology of the more dominant and...

350 pages | 51 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #256931 Jun-2022 9783030984144 £139.99

The Annotated Hodgkin & Huxley
A Reader's Guide
Alan Hodgkin(Author), Andrew Huxley(Author), Indira M Raman(Author), David L
Ferster(Author)
The origin of everything known about how neurons and muscles generate electrical signals can
be traced back to five revolutionary papers, published in the Journal of Physiology in 1952 by
Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley. The principles they revealed...

328 pages | 89 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Paperback #256936 2022 9780691220635 £29.99
Hardback #256935 2022 9780691220642 £84.99

Bots and Beasts
What Makes Machines, Animals, and People Smart?
Paul Thagard(Author)
An expert on mind considers how animals and smart machines measure up to human
intelligence.Octopuses can open jars to get food, and chimpanzees can plan for the future. An
IBM computer named Watson won on Jeopardy! and Alexa knows our favourite...

312 pages | MIT Press

Hardback #256960 2021 9780262045940 £24.99

At the Edge of Mysteries
The Discovery of the Immune System from Smallpox to COVID-19
Shantha Perera(Author)
In December 2019 a new virus emerged, one that caused a global pandemic. Millions were
infected. In the recesses of their fragile bodies a battle raged: between the immune system and
the virus. But what is the immune system? What are its components?...

288 pages | Legend Press

Paperback #257020 Jul-2022 9781915054524 £14.99

Methuselah's Zoo
What Nature Can Teach Us about Living Longer, Healthier Lives
Steven N Austad(Author)
Opossums in the wild don't make it to the age of three; our pet cats can live for a decade and a
half; cicadas live for seventeen years (spending most of them underground). Whales, however,
can live for two centuries and tubeworms for several...

312 pages | 22 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #257045 Aug-2022 9780262047098 £24.99

Mesozoic Art
Dinosaurs and Other Ancient Animals in Art
Steve J White(Editor), Darren Naish(Editor)
This book showcases the work of twenty leading palaeoartists who expertly bring these extinct
animals to life in exquisite detail.Dinosaurs are endlessly fascinating to people of every age,
from the youngest child who enjoys learning the...

208 pages | colour illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #256813 Oct-2022 9781399401364 £24.99
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Mycology

Vanished Giants
The Lost World of the Ice Age
Anthony J Stuart(Author)
Long after the extinction of dinosaurs, when humans were still in the stone age, woolly rhinos,
mammoths, mastodons, sabertooth cats, giant ground sloths, and many other spectacular
large animals that are no longer with us roamed the Earth. These...

310 pages | 69 b/w photos, illustrations | University of Chicago Press

Paperback #257023 Oct-2022 9780226824031 £27.99
Hardback #250857 2021 9780226432847 £35.99

Palaeontos 33
The Elasmobranch Fauna from the Upper Marine Molasse (Lower Miocene, Burdigalian) of
Ursendorf (SW-Germany) / Sawsharks (Pristiophoriformes, Pristiophoridae) in the Oligocene
and Neogene of Europe and Their Relationships with Extant Species Based on Teeth
Olaf Höltke(Author), Elmar Unger(Author), Jürgen Pollerspöck(Author), Michael W
Rasser(Author), Thomas Reinecke(Author), Hiroyuki Motomura(Author), Helmut
Bracher(Author), Leo Dufraing(Author), Thomas Güthner(Author), Fritz von der Hocht(Author)
This volume contains two contributions:The Elasmobranch Fauna from the Upper Marine
Molasse (Lower Miocene, Burdigalian) of Ursendorf (SW-Germany)The Early Ottnangian
(Early Miocene, Burdigalian) marine deposit of Ursendorf (Baden-Württemberg,...

192 pages | 52 b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 66 tables | Palaeo
Publishing and Library

Paperback #256903 2020 £49.99

Ancient Fishes and Their Living Relatives
A Tribute to John G. Maisey
Alan Pradel(Author), John SS Denton(Author), Philippe Janvier(Author)
Knowledge of fossil sharks (chondrichthyans) has advanced tremendously over the past
decade, giving scientists a window into a historically understudied branch of the evolutionary
tree of fishes, and revealing anatomies and ecologies just as diverse...

256 pages | 29 plates with colour photos; 86 colour & 79 colour photos
and illustrations, 13 tabes | Verlag Dr. Friedrich Pfeil

Hardback #257003 2021 9783899372694 £84.99

Mushrooms
A Natural and Cultural History
Nicholas P Money(Author)
Mushrooms hold a peculiar place in our culture: we love them and despise them, fear them and
misunderstand them. They can be downright delicious or deadly poisonous, cute as buttons or
utterly grotesque. These strange organisms hold great symbolism...

199 pages | 90 colour & 10 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #256864 Sep-2022 9781789146165 £14.99

The Secret Life of Fungi
Discoveries from a Hidden World
Aliya Whiteley(Author), James de Carle Sowerby(Illustrator)
Fungi can appear anywhere, from desert dunes to frozen tundra, and create anew from rotting
matter. They can invade bodies and thoughts; they can live between our toes or between our
floorboards; they are unwelcome intruders or vastly expensive...

195 pages | b/w illustrations | Elliott & Thompson

Paperback #257059 Sep-2022 9781783966042 £9.99
Hardback #251499 2020 9781783965304 £12.99

European Boletes, Volume 1
Michal Mikšik(Author)
This is the first of a two-part set on Eruopean boletes. The first part will present all species,
forms and varieties of the genera: Baorangia, Boletus, Butyriboletus, Caloboletus,
Cupreoboletus, Cyanoboletus, Exsudoporus, Hemileccinum, Imperator,...

500 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Fungi Press

Hardback #256056 Oct-2022 £99.99

Synopsis Fungorum, Volume 45: Poroid Fungi of Africa
Leif Ryvarden(Author), Cony Decock(Author), D Mossebo(Author), A Masuka(Author), I
Melo(Illustrator)
Since the authors' first systematic collection of poroid fungi in the 1970s in various parts of
Africa, it became apparent that each subsequent collection foray yielded more undescribed
species. This book has been produced as an additional...

271 pages | 140 colour photos and b/w illustrations | Fungiflora A/S

Hardback #256829 2022 9788290724639 £84.99

A la Découverte des Champignons de Bourgogne-Franche-Comté [Discovering the
Mushrooms of Burgundy-Franche-Comté]
Claude Page(Author), Jean-Marc Moingeon(Author), Andgelo Mombert(Author), Gilbert
Moyne(Author), Daniel Sugny(Author), Jean-Pierre Dechaume(Author), Raymond
Herbert(Contributor)
This book presents nearly 900 species of mushrooms. In addition to the inevitable edible, toxic
and deadly species that any amateur must know how to recognize, this guide also presents a
very rich panorama of the common or rarer species that make...

612 pages | colour photos, colour maps | BIOTOPE

Hardback #257099 2021 9782366622744 £59.99
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